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Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Small animal models, including rats and mice, have been used in orthodontic
research for over a century. Investigating orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) in
small animals is very challenging and the translational significance of findings from
rodents to humans is dubious. A sheep model may represent a suitable large animal
model for investigating OTM.

The pressure-tension theory of OTM is supported by animal research and has long
been accepted. More recently, however, a new paradigm has been proposed.
According to Frost’s mechanostat theory, the pattern of alveolar bone remodelling
changes with the magnitude and distribution of stress within the periodontium,
which in turn depends on the modality of tooth movement (e.g. tipping vs bodily).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no available information relating tooth
movements, as they actually occur in three dimensions (3D), with alveolar bone
turnover and associated histological changes.

AIMS: The primary aim of this thesis was to develop a model in the ovine mandible
to investigate tooth movement. It was tested by moving teeth orthodontically and
describing the outcomes in 3D.

METHODS: In six Romney-cross ewes, the lower first and third premolars were
extracted, and fiducial markers placed. Impressions were acquired for construction
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of customised orthodontic appliances. Two appliances were designed, to achieve a
range of moment-to-force ratios and therefore tooth movement modalities. After
six weeks, each sheep received one of each appliance, randomly allocated to the left
and right sides. The lower second premolars were moved mesially, into the healed
edentulous space. After twelve weeks, the sheep were euthanised and histological
specimens obtained. Sequential CT scans were acquired and registered. Tooth
movement between two time-points and associated changes to the alveolar bone
were assessed in 3D. The registered teeth were segmented axially and matched with
equivalent histological slides, enabling identification of stress vs strain surfaces and
description of the surrounding periodontal tissues.

RESULTS: Appliance retention was the greatest challenge, with a mean appliance
survival of 8.8 weeks (SD 2.4). All appliances lasted a minimum of four weeks with
two remaining in situ at the completion of the study. A variety of tooth movements
were achieved with a mean crown movement of 6.4 mm (range 1.8-13.0 mm) and
mean root apex movement of 2.7 mm (range 1.1-4.8 mm). The approach whereby
the registered teeth were “matched” to the equivalent histological slides was
successful. New bone was identified on the “pressure” surface on multiple slides.

CONCLUSION: It is possible to move teeth orthodontically in the ovine mandible
and describe the movement in 3D. Registered 3D imaging can be merged with
equivalent histology, the pressure and tension surfaces identified, and site-specific
bone remodelling compared.
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1.1 Animal models in orthodontics
Various animal models have been used in orthodontic and craniofacial research,
each having practical and ethical advantages and disadvantages. Many animal
models share physiological similarities with humans, however, the clinical
relevance and applicability of study findings must be considered with caution. A
publication, co-authored by the DClinDent candidate describes, in detail, the
various models that have been utilised in orthodontic research (Appendix 6.1).

1.2

Ovine model

Internationally, the ovine model has been used in dental and craniofacial research
(1-5). It has also been developed and extensively used in New Zealand (5-12). Sheep
are readily available and robust (6), as well as being similar in size, physiology and
dental development to humans (13). To the best of our knowledge, the ovine model
has scarcely been used in the field of orthodontics. It has been shown that the
buccolingual alveolar bone resorption in a sheep following dental extraction is
comparable to the healing pattern in humans (6), suggesting the post-extraction
alveolar ridge in sheep could be used to investigate the response of bone to
orthodontic tooth movement into an edentulous space. The macrostructure of ovine
bone is very similar to human bone, and bone composition and remodelling are
moderately similar (14) (Table 1) .
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Table 1: Similarity between animal and human bone. Adapted from Pearce et al
(2007)
Canine

Sheep

Pig

Rabbit

Macrostructure

**

***

**

*

Microstructure

**

*

**

*

Bone
composition

***

**

***

**

Bone
remodelling

**

**

***

*

OVERALL
SUITABILITY

Moderate

Moderate

Most

Least

Domestic sheep (Ovis aries) are ruminants, constantly masticating and maintaining
a suitable dentition for this lifestyle through thegosis. Thegosis is a toothsharpening behaviour, occurring independently of mastication (15). Sheep are
hypsodont, meaning they have enamel extending below the gingival margin. This
ensures a protective enamel margin exists, despite the continuous eruption of the
teeth to compensate for the occlusal wear (16). It is not known what effect this
subgingival enamel has on the crestal alveolar bone histologically. Sheep have
deciduous teeth at birth and all permanent posterior teeth (three premolars and
three molars) have generally erupted by two years of age (16).
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1.3

Orthodontic tooth movement

Orthodontics concerns the use of force, applied by fixed or removable appliances,
to move teeth through bone into a new position (17). It has long been accepted that
orthodontic tooth movement occurs due to biological changes in the periodontal
tissues in response to an applied force (18, 19) and that bone remodelling is directly
related to stress and strain within the periodontium (20). The evidence to support
this theory is based on animal studies, as it is not possible to assess histology in
human studies (19).

1.3.1 Stages of tooth movement
Orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) can be divided into 3 stages, the initial phase
during which the tooth moves within the socket and the PDL is displaced
(approximately 2 days); the lag/delay phase whereby PDL necrosis occurs on the
compression surface and tooth movement is temporarily inhibited (4-20 days); and
the phase of progressive tooth movement once the necrotic PDL tissue has been
removed (21). This is considered “real tooth movement”, occurring 30-40 days after
the force is initially applied. These separate phases were proposed by Burstone
(1962) (22), and confirmed by histological animal studies (using predominantly
beagle dog models) which allocated timeframes to each phase (Figure 1.1) (23-27).
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Figure 1.1: The phases of orthodontic tooth movement. Image adapted from Van Leeuwen
et al (1999)

1.3.2 Force magnitude and hyalinisation
The relationship between force magnitude, pressure within the PDL and rate of
tooth movement has been shown to be linear to a point, after which a further
increase in force no longer results in an increased rate of movement (24, 28).
Excessive forces result in tissue necrosis (29) and hyalinisation on the pressure
surface (26), preventing bone resorption, and delaying tooth movement until
necrotic tissue is removed (30, 31). Hyalinisation is the name given to the cell free
zone of the PDL (32). Since Reitan’s landmark animal studies, light forces have been
advocated as the most biologically efficient and effective (25, 27, 30, 32-34). They
reduce PDL necrosis and hyalinisation, therefore facilitating OTM (18, 23, 29, 35,
36).
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1.3.3 Modes of tooth movement
There are four modes of tooth movement possible orthodontically; uncontrolled
tipping, controlled tipping, bodily movement (translation) and root movement (37).
Different tooth movements can be obtained by changing the point of application of
the force relative to the centre of resistance of the tooth (38), or by creating an
equivalent force system by varying the moment-to-force ratio (M:F) at the bracket
site (Figure 1.2) (37) (28).

A

B

Figure 1.2: The four possible modes of tooth movement by changing the point of
application of force (A) or by changing the M:F ratio at the bracket (B), to create an
equivalent force system. The centre of rotation (Crot) for each tooth movement is
represented by the orange ovoid. When “bodily” movement is achieved, the Crot is at
infinity. Image courtesy of Prof Mauro Farella.
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The centre of resistance (Cres) is defined as the point on a tooth which if a force is
applied to, will result in translation/bodily movement (17, 37, 39). It is considered
to be the equivalent to the centre of mass/the centroid in an unrestrained body. A
tooth, however, is restrained by the periodontium, the properties of which, affect
how the tooth responds to a force (40). In single rooted teeth, it is accepted that the
Cres is 33-40% of the length of the root from the alveolar crest. In molars, the
furcation is the approximate location of Cres (17, 37, 41). Loss of alveolar bone
(usually due to periodontal disease) results in a more apical Cres, with more tipping
than bodily movement being exhibited. In this scenario, a more apical point of
application of force or a greater M:F at the crown level would be required to achieve
root movement. This is because a force applied eccentrically to the Cres, generates
a moment, the magnitude of which depends on the distance of the point of
application of the force from the Cres (Moment=Force x distance). In order to
control the mode of tooth movement, either the point of application of force must
be changed, or a counter moment generated at the bracket (Figure 1.2).
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A

Tipping

B

Bodily

Direction of force
(at the bracket)

Figure 1.3: Stress distribution in the PDL and alveolar bone in tipping compared to
translation/bodily movement. In uncontrolled tipping the stress is concentrated apically
and marginally, whereas it is more evenly distributed in bodily movement. Adapted from
Nanda (2005)

Clinically, tipping around the centre of resistance of a tooth is the simplest tooth
movement (17). It results in PDL compression, and therefore concentrated stress in
the crestal region of the pressure surface and the apical region on the opposing
surface (Figure 1.3A) (17). This concentrated stress, at the marginal ridge, has been
shown to result in alveolar bone resorption during OTM (42, 43). Conversely, bodily
movement results in a more uniform stress distribution (Figure 1.3B) (17, 22). Due
to the difficulty achieving bodily movement clinically, there are very few studies
that have compared the two modalities (42). However, orthodontic tooth
movement is dynamic, seldom falling into a discrete category. Instead, teeth
invariably move with a combination of tipping and bodily components (42, 44).
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1.4

Original pressure-tension theory

The original “pressure-tension theory” was proposed by Sandstedt in the early
1900s and confirmed histologically (45). It describes how an inflammatory process
is initiated (35) on the pressure surface resulting in osteoclast initiation and
subsequently, bone resorption (17, 19). Conversely, on the tension surface it is
thought that the PDL fibres become stretched which initiates cell replication (46)
and stimulates bone by way of osteoblast activity (19). While the historically
accepted pressure-tension theory of OTM is not incorrect, it has become evident
that it is an oversimplified concept (47). Normal OTM occurred in rats in which the
PDL had been disrupted prior to application of an orthodontic force, suggesting the
tension generated in the PDL may not be responsible for stimulation of osteogenesis
(48). Recent work suggests the alveolar remodelling process may be more complex
than previously thought, as the PDL is anisotropic and responds non-linearly to
orthodontic force application (49).

1.5

Alternate theories of tooth movement

Contrary to the accepted pressure-tension theory, Baumrind (1969) found, using a
rat model, similar metabolic activity and amounts of cell replication on both the
tension and pressure surfaces. Furthermore, he also found the teeth displaced ten
times more than width of PDL and proposed an alternative theory, that bone (the
alveolar socket) bends in response to force, generating a piezoelectric current
which could stimulate bone formation and resorption (23, 50). This proposal has
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also been questioned as piezoelectric impulses have a quick decay rate and are
likely to be negated by normal nerve impulses in living tissue (51).

Recently it has been acknowledged that a number of cellular pathways are involved
in the response to orthodontic forces, and the mechanism of tooth movement. As
such, OTM falls into the emerging branch of science known as mechanobiology. The
publication (Appendix 6.1) describes the current theories of OTM and evidence to
support/refute them.

1.6

Mechanostat theory

Wolff’s law (1892) states that bone adapts in response to mechanical load. It has
been proposed that it could in fact be a reparative response to microcracks due to
loading (52). Frost’s mechanostat theory, which was originally applied in an
orthopaedic scenario, proposes that there is an optimal range of forces (1,500–
3,000 microstrains) applied to bone, which favours new bone formation and
positive remodelling, whereas forces outside this range result in osteopenia and
bone loss (53).

In an orthodontic application, the question “Do teeth move with bone or in bone?”
depending on the stress/strain distribution, was posed (26). It has been suggested
that when frontal resorption occurs, resorption and apposition on respective
surfaces are in sync (54) and teeth move “with” bone (26). Conversely, teeth move
“in” bone when undermining resorption occurs (and osteoclasts are recruited from
the bone marrow surface) as a result of excessive stress (55, 56). The hypothesis
has been tested using both a finite element model (49) and a rat model (57). If the
10

mechanostat theory holds true in an orthodontic force system, it can be postulated
that bodily tooth movement will result in teeth moving “with” bone resulting in
enhanced bone apposition compared to tipping. The clinical relevance is the
scenario in which orthodontists aim to move a tooth into a region with insufficient
bone, or when augmentation of an atrophic alveolar ridge is required for future
restorative treatment (58).

Edentulous space management can be very challenging, particularly when lower
second premolars are congenitally missing and deciduous second molars fail or
become ankylosed, requiring extraction. The resultant space is large if the decision
is made to attempt space closure. If a restorative option is chosen, the ridge can be
atrophic (59) and unsuitable for implant placement by the time adolescents are old
enough to have this treatment. There are published case reports describing
orthodontic tooth movement into large edentulous spaces as well as alveolar ridge
augmentation following orthodontic tooth movement (60-69). Higher level
evidence is required to improve the predictability of moving teeth in this scenario
and achieving a favourable outcome with regard to improved alveolar ridge
dimensions.

1.7

Finite element model

It is now considered unethical to use some of the previously popular and successful
animal models (eg dogs), therefore, alternative strategies have been developed.
Within dentistry, the finite element model (FEM) was first used in biomaterials
research, to determine the stress distribution on teeth during mastication (70).
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Shortly after, it was used to simulate the effect of orthodontic force on the PDL and
alveolar bone (71) and to test the validity of theories of OTM by identifying the
location and magnitude of stress and strain (49). Most FEMs used to investigate
OTM are based on the assumption that PDL is isotropic and responds linearly to
force. Previous findings, however, suggest that the mechanical response of PDL is
non-linear and anisotropic(49). The FEM analysis was modified by Cattaneo (2008).
After collecting anatomical information about teeth, PDL and surrounding alveolar
bone in 3D using a micro-CT, anisotropic properties were assigned to PDL
modelling (49). The results of this modelling showed that the pattern of stress and
strain in the alveolar bone is more complex than previously thought, and that strain
as well as stress can occur at “pressure” sites during simulated OTM in which the
M:F is modified (28). Since then, the FEM has been used frequently to identify
regions of stress-strain (28, 72, 73), the centre of resistance (42) and the centre of
rotation (28), and the findings then merged with histology (28, 40, 42, 49, 57, 74,
75).

1.8

Measurement of tooth movement

Historically, tooth movement has been measured optometrically (21). This
technique has a large potential for error, particularly when two dimensional (2D)
imaging is used (76) and rigid references are not defined (20). Since the advent of
the FEM, tooth movement relative to the Cres has been suggested (38, 42), however
this is still a somewhat theoretical point. To progress with our understanding of
OTM, there is a need for a technique in which tooth movement, including accurate
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segmentation of the roots, is accurately determined in 3D, using stable fiducial
markers as a reference.

1.9

Radiographic registration using fiducial markers

The use of fiducial markers to register sequential radiographs was pioneered by
Bjork (1963), in the landmark growth studies conducted on Danish children (77).
Only 2D imaging was available at that time, yet the studies have continued to
provide a wealth of information, which continues to be used in orthodontics today.
Registered radiographs have predominantly been used in growth or growth
modification studies (4, 78-80). The technique has been reported in OTM research
(81), however, the treatment effect in these studies is much smaller, making the
accuracy of the registration critical.

It is considered unethical, in this day and age, to conduct such research in humans
due to the requirement for surgical placement of the markers, and the radiation
associated with multiple radiographs (82). With technological advancements, the
radiation dose associated with 3D imaging has reduced and their routine use in
orthodontic practice is increasing (83). Development of biocompatible, resorbable
fiducial markers, combined with reduced radiation 3D imaging could result in high
level 3D OTM research in humans being ethically acceptable in the future.

Following the landmark growth studies, Bjork proposed implants should be placed on
apposition rather than resorptive surfaces and away from the eruption path of
permanent teeth (77). They should be biocompatible, to reduce the risk of infection
and allow normal growth and remodelling (77), as well as having sufficient contrast
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with bone, and minimal radiographic scatter to facilitate identification on
radiographic imaging (80). A minimum of three spherical implants is required for
rigid registration (78), to prevent rotation of the surface mesh around the straight
line axis formed if only two implants are used.

1.10 Histology
The main benefit of animal research is the ability to assess outcome variables both
histologically and radiographically, both of which are impractical and unethical in
humans. Histomorphometric analysis and immunohistochemistry allows sites of
new bone formation and areas of resorption and inflammation to be identified, as
well as providing vital information about the underlying process. There are many
specialised techniques and stains available now to identify specific cells, further
increasing the depth of understanding regarding the mechanism of OTM (Appendix
6.2). The main limitation of histologic studies is the inability to account for the
temporality and 3D nature of OTM, nor the viscoelastic properties of the PDL (47).

1.11 Rationale for this research
Orthodontic experiments have traditionally used monkey, dog and rat models to
investigate tooth movement. Use of monkey and dogs is no longer ethically
acceptable in most countries for OTM research, due to monkeys being highly
intelligent primates and dogs being companion animals. Although rats are
inexpensive and easy to handle, the application of an orthodontic appliance in the
small mouth of a rat is very difficult. There is currently a need for a large animal
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model in OTM research. The rationale for use of a sheep is that it is a non-primate,
non-companion large animal. We believe the sheep would be an ideal model given
their similarities in size, bone physiology and dental development to humans (14,
16). The development of the ovine model for implantology research has been very
successful, and sheep have proven to be robust recovering from surgery (6). To the
best of our knowledge, this will be the first time teeth have been moved
orthodontically in a sheep model.

While the FEM has, until now, offered a solution with regard to identifying regions
of stress and strain, describing tooth movement in 3D and merging of imaging and
histology, there is a need for an in vivo approach. The registration of sequential 3D
imaging to accurately describe tooth movement, in 3D, and assess the associated
changes in bone topography, also in 3D, is unique and has potential to be highly
informative.

In terms of histology, we are not refuting the presence of new bone on the tension
surface. Instead, we are proposing that if an applied force is within the optimal
microstrain range, apposition can also occur on the pressure surface. If observed in
this study, it is conceivable that alveolar ridge augmentation, based on Frost’s
mechanostat theory, could be achieved more predictably.
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1.12

Aims and objectives

Aims
Develop a model to investigate orthodontic tooth movement in the ovine
mandible.

Objectives


Test the model by moving a tooth orthodontically into a healed extraction
site, over a 12 week period.



Describe tooth movement between two time points in 3D and the
accompanying changes in surrounding alveolar bone topography



Compare different M:F and their effect on the remodelling process, using
histology and 3D computed tomography.

Research questions
1. Can an ovine model be used to investigate orthodontic tooth movement?
2. What is the relationship between induced tooth movement and the
biologic bone reaction?
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2 METHODS

Research design
Part One: ex vivo
Part Two: Preparation for in vivo
Part Three: in vivo
Manipulation of imaging
Histology
Statistical Analysis
Approval
Funding
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2.1

Research design and outline

This pilot animal experiment was originally planned as a split-mouth study design,
with each animal having two different orthodontic appliances applied, serving as
their own active control. One of two different interventions (tipping or bodily
movement) were delivered either to the right or left side of the mouth following
balanced block randomisation.

Figure 2.1: Timeline of the in vivo stages indicating each general anaesthetic intervention,
the time between procedures and when the computer tomography imaging (CT) was
acquired relative to them.

An ex vivo first phase was conducted using a sheep skull followed by a sheep head
before moving to the trial on live sheep. The main in vivo part of the study included
six sheep, each undergoing three procedures under general anaesthetic. Sequential
computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired at each of the procedure time
points (Figure 2.1). They were subsequently registered to assess tooth movement
and associated changes in bone topography. To eliminate scatter from the metallic
appliances, the scans were acquired after the extractions at T0, the day before
appliance placement at T1 and the day after T2 euthanasia (once the mandibles had
been dissected out and the appliances removed). It was acknowledged that removal
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of the appliances prior to the final CT may have influenced the final position of the
teeth within their periodontal space, however, the radiographic scatter due to the
metal was perceived to be a greater issue. The appliances were removed as
atraumatically as possible by sectioning them with a drill rather than pulling them
off.

X

Figure 2.2: Sheep skull and stained sagittal histological slide of three lower premolars,
indicating the teeth to be extracted (red arrows) and the tooth being orthodontically moved
forwards (yellow arrow).
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2.2

Part One: Ex vivo

In preparation for the in vivo part of the study, a sheep skull was loaned from the
Dental Anatomy Museum, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Otago (Figure2.3). The
skull was used to establish a protocol for acquiring an accurate model of the
posterior mandibular teeth.

Figure 2.3: Skull obtained for procedure planning

Standard intra-oral radiographs of the mandibular teeth of the skull were obtained
to determine which of the ovine teeth is most similar to a human first molar. Sheep
have three premolars and three molars, the premolars are anatomically similar to
human molars. As shown in Figure 2.4, the third most anterior tooth (the third
premolar, P3) approximates a human first molar in terms of the relationship
between the alveolar bone crest and furcation (yellow arrow), however the second
most anterior tooth (second premolar, P2) has a more comparable crown to root
ratio. Previous research (6) has found P3 to be extremely difficult to extract (due to
dense cortical bone and long roots), therefore it could be surmised that orthodontic
movement of this tooth would also be challenging.
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Figure 2.4: Standard peri-apical radiographs indicating the second (red) and third (yellow)
mandibular premolar teeth.

Following assessment of the skull, a sheep head was donated by Outram Butchery,
Dunedin, New Zealand. The head was used for a pilot trial, in which each step of the
intended process was conducted. Potential complications and equipment
requirements were therefore identified before progressing to application of the
interventions on live sheep. This step ensured efficient use of surgical time and
reduced surgical risk to the animals.

2.2.1 CT scans
A CBCT available at the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Otago has been used
previously to acquire 3D imaging in rabbits (78). It was not feasible to bring sheep
into the Faculty of Dentistry, however, a computed tomography (CT) scanner (GE
Lightspeed 5.X Pro16-Slice, GE Healthcare, Australia) was available at the
InnerVision CT Facility, Invermay, providing high resolution (512 x 512 pixels)
images with 1 mm cuts (0.3 mm3 voxels for a 280 mm x 280 mm field of view). A
trial CT was performed on the ex vivo sheep head to confirm exposure settings and
determine which orientation would be preferable (Figure 2.5 A-B). The z-axis gives
the best resolution so if the sheep is on its back looking up the axial cuts are clearer
whereas with the sheep on their stomach looking forward, the coronal cuts are
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better. The veterinarian preferred to have the sheep on their stomachs to reduce
the risk of aspiration while sedated (Figure 2.5C).

Figure 2.5: Trial CT with sheep head showing axial cuts (A) and coronal cuts (B). Live sheep
sedated in CT machine (C)
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2.3

Part Two: Preparation for in vivo trial

2.3.1 Experimental sample
The objective of this pilot study was to validate the model and methodology,
therefore a power analysis not required. It was decided that six animals would be
biologically and financially cost effective, while also providing adequate data to
make valid conclusions about the viability of the model. Use of a split-mouth design
was an efficient way to increase the precision of estimates. Six Romney-Cross ewes
were sourced by the Hercus Taieri Resource Unit (HTRU), University of Otago. This
breed is readily available and has been shown to be robust in previous dental
research (6). Three-to-four-year-old ewes were requested. They have all their
permanent teeth by this age, approximating an adolescent to young adult human
developmentally (16), which is the predominant age of orthodontic patients.
Assessment of the eruption stages of the permanent lower incisor and canine teeth
is routinely used to age sheep (Figure 2.6) (13).

Figure 2.6 Dental ageing guide using permanent lower incisors present to estimate sheep
age. Source: www.blackbellysheep.org
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The ewes were selected according to the following criteria:
INCLUSION CRITERIA
-

Full permanent dentition (no remaining deciduous teeth)

-

Minimum weight 60kg

EXCLUSION CRITERIA
-

Sheep with evidence of “broken-mouth” periodontitis

-

Pregnancy

The minimum weight requirement was based on evidence from previous research
using the sheep model, in which a greater percentage weight-loss was seen in sheep
that were lighter pre-intervention. These sheep failed to thrive during the winter
months, resulting in osteopenia in some animals (6).

Active gum disease in sheep is termed “broken-mouth”. It results in gingival
inflammation and tooth mobility due to bone loss, both of which increase the risk
of infection (85) and affect the response to an orthodontic force. It has been shown
that periodontal disease in humans (the equivalent condition) results in the centre
of resistance being more apical, thus requiring a greater moment to force (M:F)
ratio to achieve an equivalent tooth movement (41, 86, 87).

Rams are too big and difficult to manage as research subjects and were therefore
excluded. The use of a female sample has the potential to introduce hormonal
influences on bone metabolism and remodelling (88), however the risk is minimal
in sheep of this age and pregnant sheep were excluded. Ewes also become
immunosuppressed during pregnancy and are at increased risk of infection (89).
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The Veterinarian at the Animal Welfare Office (AWO) selected the sample,
accordingly, using the incisor eruption staging guide, and visually confirming the
absence of “broken mouth” (Figure 2.6).

The sheep were identified by their ear-tag numbers (from birth on their original
farm) throughout, those being numbered 1, 5, 12, 22, 26 and 577. All sheep were
purchased from the same farm and were born in the same season i.e. within six
months of each other.

The sheep were housed together at the University of Otago farm in Mosgiel
(Dunedin, New Zealand). They were moved to the farm at least a month before the
study commenced, to ensure they had acclimatised to their new surroundings.
Husbandry was provided by the HTRU farm manager and veterinarian technician.
The post-surgery paddocks had shelter, for protection from both sun and rain. The
ample supply of grass was break fed and supplemental feed was available in the
winter months and post-operatively, including good quality meadow hay and highprotein sheep nuts/pellets (Reliance Feeds Sheep Nuts, Farmlands, New Zealand).
The sheep had unrestricted access to fresh water and were visually assessed in the
paddocks daily. They were weighed and checked weekly, in a race (sheltered pen),
to ensure their condition was maintained, their nutritional requirements were
being met and the intervention was not having a negative impact on their wellbeing.
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2.3.2 Orthodontic Appliances
CUSTOM TRAYS AND IMPRESSION MATERIAL
The use of an intra-oral scanner (Trios, 3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark) to acquire
accurate models of the sheep teeth was considered. However, due to the dimensions
of the scanner, limited access to the posterior teeth, and the issue of cross-infection
following use in animals, an alternate approach was use of custom trays and vinyl
polysiloxane (VPS) impression material poured in type IV die stone.

Acrylic custom trays were fabricated (Ivoline, Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Liechtenstein,
Germany) using the posterior teeth of the skull as a guide (Figure 2.7A-C). Three
layers of wax spacer allowed for variation between animals. The handle needed to
be well-reinforced to retract the soft tissues, access the posterior teeth and also to
break the strong suction force between the impression material and the teeth.

A

B

C

Figure 2.7: Custom tray designs. Original design using PVS putty (A), final design (B), and
impression in situ (C)

The dimensional stability of VPS over a long period of time and the ability to pour
multiple models from one impression made it preferable to alginate (90). The
material was required to have acceptable working and setting times. A relatively
firm consistency was optimal (as the sheep were to be in a prone position while
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under general anaesthetic), while still obtaining adequate detail to construct
customised, well-fitting appliances. Exaimplant (GC, Tokyo, Japan) proved to be
suitable during the ex vivo phase.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF APPLIANCES
Ovine tooth morphology is extremely variable (13), requiring fully customised
appliances. It was anticipated that conventional orthodontic brackets would
debond immediately, and that the historical technique of utilising circumferential
bands, (in accordance with another orthodontic sheep study (4)), would be more
suitable.

The custom bands for the active (single anterior tooth) and reactive (multiple
posterior teeth) units were manufactured by digitising the type IV die stone
(SHERA, Werkstoff-Technologie GmbH, Lemförde, Germany) models using the
CEREC InLab inEos X5 (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) 3D extra-oral
scanner (Figure 2.8A). Computer Aided Design-Computer Aided Manufacture (CADCAM) software (InLab Partial framework 16, Sirona, Bensheim, Germany) was used
to design the bands (Figure 2.8 B-D). Virtual die spacer (Figure 2.8B) was applied
and major connectors placed to encircle the teeth (Figure 2.8B). The bands were 3D

A

B

printed (Asiga MAX UV, Sydney, Australia) in castable acrylic (DentaCAST, Asiga,
Sydney Australia). Finally, they were cast in chrome (SHERA Naxos Chrome Cobalt
Casting

Alloy,

Werkstoff-Technologie

GmbH,

Lemförde,

Germany)

using

conventional laboratory casting techniques (Bego Nautilus®, BEGO, Bremen,
Germany).

C

D
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A

B

C

D

Figure 2.8 CAD-CAM circumferential bands. (A) Scanned stone models. (B) Blue virtual die
spacer and red/orange major connector. (C-D) Buccal and occlusal views of the CAD bands
ready for 3D printing.

The internal surfaces were sand-blasted with 110µm aluminium oxide (Basic
master, Renfert GmbH, Hilzingen, Germany), to improve bond strength. The
individual features for each appliance (Table 2) were laser welded (Galileo,
Manfredi, Torino, Italy) to these bands (Figure 2.9 and 2.10).

A rigid “rail” ensured the tooth moved along the desired mesial path while
simultaneously reinforcing the respective compressed nickel titanium (Ni-Ti) and
fatigue resistant stainless steel coils. For each animal, one appliance was designed
to apply a predominantly tipping force, while on the contralateral side an attempt
was made to achieve more bodily or root movement. Although they were termed
“tipping” and “bodily” appliances, previous research, and clinical experience, have
confirmed that orthodontic tooth movement seldom, if ever, falls into a discrete
category. Instead, teeth move with a combination of tipping and bodily components
(42). The true aim was therefore to create a range of M:F ratios and to be able to
describe in 3D how different parts of the crown and root moved.
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Table 2: Appliance features
FEATURE

TIPPING

TRANSLATION

POINT OF

Crown

Furcation

APPLICATION OF
FORCE
RAIL DIAMETER

1 mm to allow more “play” in 1.2 mm
the tube.

Fixed at both ends (soldered

Free at both ends

to lone-standing tooth
anteriorly and clipped to
tube on anchorage unit)
Telescopic design to guide
the rail and minimise any
tipping/deviation

FORCE

100gm

150gm

Ni-Ti Distalising Coil

FORSUS (fatigue resistant
stainless steel spring)
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TIPPING APPLIANCE
The “tipping appliance” (Figure 2.9) had the point of force application at the level of
the crown. Tubes removed from standard orthodontic bands were welded onto the
custom bands. They were reduced in length so there was more “play” in the “rail”
allowing the crown to tip more freely. The rail in this appliance was also narrower
(1 mm) than the “bodily” appliance (1.2 mm), again allowing for more “play” but
still being strong enough to resist deformation. G4™ Ni-Ti Molar Distalising Open
Coil Springs (G&H Orthodontics, Franklin, IN, USA) with an internal diameter 0.045”
(1.14 mm) were used, fully compressed, to apply 100g force at the time of
placement. Ni-Ti coil was used, as it is able to deliver a sustained force over a long
period of time without reactivation (91). Solder was placed at either end to prevent
the rail sliding out of the tube and to prevent trauma to the soft tissues.
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A

B

Anchorage/reactive unit

Active unit
Compressed coil
Rail with solder
balls at ends

Custom band
Tube

Figure 2.9: Tipping appliance. Photo of actual appliance (A) and diagrammatic
representation of the components (B) and the direction of applied force (black
arrow)
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BODILY MOVEMENT APPLIANCE
This appliance was soldered more gingivally to direct the force at the level of the
furcation, the approximate centre of resistance in a human molar (41) (Figure 2.10).
Components of a conventional orthodontic appliance (FORSUS™, 3M Unitek Corp,
Monrovia, Calif, USA), a fatigue-resistant device (FRD) provided the active force.
These appliances are known to withstand strong inter-maxillary masticatory forces
in people (92). The FORSUS™ comprises a rigid telescopic piston system which
ensures linear movement, thus limiting tipping movements. At maximum
compression the FORSUS™ is capable of applying 226g (because a pair of them is
routinely used across an entire dental arch) however, the components were
attached to the bands at a distance resulting in incomplete compression/activation
and 150g force. The precise location of the centre of resistance in a sheep molar is
unknown, therefore a root up-righting spring was added to three of the six bodily
movement appliances (also randomly allocated) to increase the M:F ratio and
further enhance the “root movement”.
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A

B

Anchorage/reactive unit

Active unit

Custom band

Compressed coil

Figure 2.10: Bodily movement appliance with root up-righting spring. Photo of actual
appliance (A) and diagrammatic representation of the components (B). The root uprighting
spring (red) is activated when in this position, the dotted red line indicates the deactivated
position and the red arrow indicates the moment generated by the spring. The direction of
applied force is represented by the black arrow.
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Each sheep was allocated one of each appliance design, i.e. either Left Tipping/Right
Bodily or Right Tipping/Left Bodily using balanced block randomisation (Table 3).

Table 3: Randomised allocation of appliances for each sheep

TAG #

RIGHT

LEFT

1

Bodily

Tipping

5

Tipping

Bodily (spring)

12

Bodily

Tipping

22

Tipping

Bodily

26

Bodily (spring)

Tipping

577

Tipping

Bodily (spring)
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CEMENT
It is standard practice, when banding human teeth, to use a cement with strength
properties that ensure retention for the treatment duration but that also allows
relatively easy removal at the end of treatment. Orthodontic cement needs to be
moisture resistant due to the abundance of saliva and the difficulty achieving
moisture control in adolescent children. Glass ionomer cement (GIC) is popular
given that it is relatively moisture insensitive (93) and the fluoride release has
cariostatic properties (94). Resin-modified glass ionomer cement (RMGIC) and
compomers have improved strength properties and are therefore popular in
conventional orthodontics (95).

Appliance retention was anticipated to be the greatest challenge in this project and
since the endpoint was euthanasia (and the appliance could be drilled off prior to
the final computed tomography (CT) scan, if required), Fuji Plus (GC Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan), a permanent, dual-cured, RMGIC crown and bridge cement was
chosen.
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2.4

Part Three: In vivo procedures

2.4.1 Surgical protocol
ANAESTHETIC MANAGEMENT
Sheep were fasted for 24 hours prior to each surgery. They were transported from
the University Farm to the holding pens at the AgResearch Station, Invermay, where
all the surgeries took place.

Anaesthetic induction consisted of diazepam 0.2 mg/kg i.v. and ketamine 2 mg/kg
i.v, followed by oral intubation and insertion of a stomach tube. General anaesthesia
was maintained using isofluorane (2.5 to 3.5% to effect).

Each animal was restrained on a mobile surgical table in lateral recumbency with
the head supported on either its left or right side (Figure 2.11). A pulse oximeter
was used to monitor vital signs and depth of anaesthesia.

Figure 2.11: Sheep anaesthetised and positioned in lateral recumbency
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Once the procedure was completed on one side, the sheep were lifted and rotated
onto their opposite side to enable access to the second surgical site.

The sheep were also sedated to acquire the CT scans. A complete head scan takes
approximately sixty seconds and requires the sheep to be immobile, therefore deep
sedation was required. The veterinarian attended the procedures to assess the drug
combination and dosages. A combination of ketamine and diazepam was used. At
the T0 scan ketamine was administered at 8mg/kg and diazepam administered at
0.6mg/kg. At this dose the sheep took a long time to wake up so for the following
session it was reduced to ketamine at 6mg/kg and diazepam at 0.5mg/kg. At this
reduced dosage, adequate sedation was still achieved and excellent scans acquired.
Following each CT, the animals were recovered to the holding pens at Invermay,
before returning to the farm.

INFECTION MANAGEMENT
Standard aseptic techniques and sterile instruments were used during the T0 and
T1 surgeries. All drapes, gowns, and gloves were sterile and single-use. A full sterile
scrub was performed by the operators using povidone-iodine 7.5% or
chlorhexidine 4%. Non-sterile surgical scrubs were worn with a protective outer
layer including a sterile gown, hat and shoe covers. Instruments were scrubbed,
ultrasonically cleaned, bagged and autoclaved in a fully automatic class B water
steam sterilizer (Lisa, W&H International, Austria), at 135.5°C and 2.16 bar
pressure, for a total cycle time of 40 minutes.

Prophylactic antibiotics (Amphoprim SC = Trimethoprim and Sulphadimethyl
pyrimidine 1ml/15kg [equates to 16mg/kg]) were administered pre-operatively,
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before T0 only, and for the 3 days following this procedure. They were
administered, as required, at T1 if wound dehiscence was present.

ANALGESIA
All sheep were given subcutaneous anti-inflammatory analgesic (4mg/kg,
Carprofen, Norbrook, Newry, Northern Ireland), immediately after induction of
general anaesthesia, and once daily for three days post-operatively (T0). It was
expected that similarly to when people have orthodontic extractions, postoperative pain would be fairly minimal. In human orthodontic patients, the
discomfort following the placement of braces seldom requires analgesia, therefore
a single dose of analgesia at T1 was deemed adequate.

At T0, 2% local anaesthetic, (Lignospan® lignocaine hydrochloride B.P. 2% with
adrenaline 1:80,000) was infiltrated adjacent to the surgical site prior to incision,
for operative haemorrhage control and anaesthesia. This was supplemented with a
long-acting local anaesthetic (Marcaine 0.5% bupivacaine hydrochloride, Pfizer,
USA), at the completion of the procedure, to assist with post-operative pain control.

POST-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AND WELFARE MONITORING
After each surgical intervention the sheep were housed, on-site, for up to two days,
before being transferred back to the University farm. The HTRU standard postsurgery monitoring protocol was adhered to (Appendix 6.3: Large Animal Welfare
Score Sheet). The veterinarian technician monitored the sheep daily, for the first
four days, administering antibiotics, analgesics and antibacterial mouthwash as
required. An assessment of general well-being was made; including mobility,
alertness and level of activity, as well as appetite, masticatory function, and water
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intake. A visual inspection of the wound site was attempted, to confirm intact
sutures and an absence of bleeding, swelling and infection. The sheep were
provided with softened sheep nuts (a complete nutrition pellet) for up to seven days
post-operatively.

Beyond the four day post-operative period, the farm manager was responsible for
providing husbandry and assessing general well-being. A Large Animal Farm Check
monitoring form was completed (see Appendix 6.3) daily. Importantly, the farm
manager ensured ample food and fresh water was available. The sheep were breakfed fresh grass which was supplemented with hay in the winter months when less
grass was available. They also received softened high-protein sheep nuts weekly
when they were brought into the race for weighing and additionally as required if
the farm manager felt extra nutrition was indicated.

The sheep were weighed prior to each intervention (ensuring accurate calculation
of medication doses), and weekly, when yarded at the farm. The lead investigator
attended the weekly weigh-ins (Figure 2.12A) and used dental retractors to verify
the appliances were intact. If broken, loose, or damaged, the soft tissues were
assessed for evidence of trauma and a decision made to either leave in situ or
attempt removal.

Both lower quadrants were irrigated with chlorhexidine gluconate (10cc 0.2% aq)
(Savacol®, Colgate, Palmolive Pty Ltd, Sydney, Australia) (Figure 2.12B) to reduce
the likelihood of infection(96). A tooth brush was used to clear any impacted grass
from the NiTi coils (Figure 2.12C) as it was surmised that the active force could be
impeded by debris.
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A B

C

Figure 2.12: Weekly monitoring procedures. Sheep being weighed (A), Savacol® irrigation
(B) and retraction of cheeks to check appliances and brush teeth/appliances (C).

2.4.2 Surgical procedures
T0 EXTRACTIONS AND IMPRESSIONS
A veterinarian from the AWO conducted a compliance site visit at the first surgical
procedure to confirm that the protocol was being adhered to.

Once anaesthetic induction was achieved, the peri-oral area was shorn and
disinfected with Betadine (7.5% povidone iodine) scrub and the body draped using
sterile disposable drapes, isolating the surgical area. A mouthprop was used to
maintain access. Prior to intervention, the lower left and right posterior regions
were irrigated with Savacol® and dental local anaesthetic (Lignospan® lignocaine
hydrochloride B.P. 2% with adrenaline 1:80,000) infiltrated around the premolar
teeth.
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The three premolar teeth were scaled interproximally, to identify the separate
teeth. A localised flap was raised and retracted buccal and lingual to the mandibular
left and right premolars. The first and third premolar teeth were elevated and
removed using dental elevators, chisels and forceps (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: Extracted first and third premolars with ruler for scale

Plain film peri-apical radiographs were taken using a Nomad Pro 2 portable x-ray
unit (Icona Ltd, Palmerston North, New Zealand) with Xios XG digital CMOS sensor
in a Rinn XCP-DS posterior holder sensor (Figure 2.14A) connected to a laptop
running Sidexis software (Sirona NZ Ltd) to ensure complete tooth removal (Figure
2.14B).

A

B

Figure 2.14: Peri-apical radiograph confirming complete tooth removal (B), acquired using
portable X-Ray unit (A)
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Ten small guide holes/dents were made in the bone adjacent to the extraction sites
(five on each side), using a slow-speed handpiece and 1 mm tungsten carbide ball
bur. Five sterile Grade 5 titanium alloy spherical fiducial markers of 1 mm diameter
(R.G.P. International, Milano, Italy) were gently tapped into place bilaterally (Figure
2.15A).

A

B

Figure 2.15: Titanium fiducial markers placed in the buccal cortical bone (A), and primary
closure of surgical site (B)

The sites were sutured using sterile resorbable 3/0 Vicryl (polyglactin 910, Ethicon,
I., Somerville, New Jersey) sutures (Figure 2.15B). A supplemental infiltration 4ml
of 0.5% bupivacaine with 1:200,000 adrenaline (Marcain, Pfizer, New York, USA)
long-acting local anaesthetic was finally administered for post-operative pain
control.

VPS dental impressions were acquired and disinfected in Mini Haz-Tabs (Guest
Medical, Larkfield, Kent, England) solution. Post-operatively they were poured in
type IV dental stone and the appliances manufactured (Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16: VPS impressions in custom trays and die stone models

T1 APPLIANCE PLACEMENT
As this intervention did not involve invasive surgery, prophylactic antibiotics were
not indicated. All other details of surgery (PPE, sterile procedure etc.) were as
detailed for the initial surgery Section 2.4.1). Once anaesthetised, the sheep were
draped and all posterior teeth scaled using a Mectron® Piezosurgery 2 ultrasonic
unit (Henry Schein Shalfoon, Auckland NZ) to enhance the bond strength, as sheep
produce a thick dark layer of build-up relatively frequently on their teeth.

The custom orthodontic appliances, were tried in and adjusted as required. Metal
primer was applied (Scotchbond Multi-Purpose Plus, 3M ESPE, St Paul, MN, USA)
and the appliances were cemented using Fuji Plus (GC Co., Tokyo, Japan) as per the
random appliance/side allocation (Table 2). The force at the time of insertion was
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measured using an 8 oz Dontrix Gauge (GAC International; Bohemia, New
York,USA).

Transbond Plus Band Adhesive (3M Unitek, Monrovia, California, USA) was applied
to the occlusal surface of the first molar to disclude the opposing teeth. The purpose
was to protect the appliances, at least until the dual-cured cement was fully set, but
ideally for longer to prevent occlusal trauma to the appliances. Occlusal reduction
of the opposing teeth was also considered, however, sheep are known to have
continuous dental eruption (97) so this would have been ineffective.

Plain film radiographs were taken to assess the accuracy of the appliance design
with respect to point of force application (Figure 2.17). They also demonstrated the
bone height following socket healing albeit in two dimensions.

Sp

A

B

FM

Figure 2.17: Peri-apical radiographs with appliances in place showing the “bodily”
appliance (A) directing the force at the furcation of the second premolar, together with a
root up-righting spring (Sp) and the “tipping” appliance at the crown (B). The fiducial
markers are also visible due to being radio-opaque (FM)
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T2 EUTHANASIA AND SPECIMEN HARVESTING
The purpose of the final procedure was euthanasia and collection of the mandibular
sections for histological analysis. As this was non-survival surgery, sterile
instruments and procedures were not required. The sheep were fasted for 24 hours
and anaesthetic induction carried out as per previous surgeries. All intra-oral sites
were photographed and radiographed before the animals were euthanised by
anaesthetic overdose of thiopentone. The pH of the saliva and rumen were checked
using litmus paper to determine whether a highly acidic oral environment had
contributed to cement failure.

Each animal was then rotated onto its back and the neck shorn for sharp and blunt
dissection to expose, ligate and cannulate the carotid arteries (Figure 2.18A). The
animals were positioned head-down, the jugular veins were severed bilaterally, and
heparinised sterile saline (2 L) was run through to flush the vasculature, followed
by 10% buffered formalin (2 L) bilaterally (Figure 2.18B) to perfuse and fix the
tissues.

Following euthanasia, the complete mandibles were dissected, manually defleshed
(Figure 2.18C-D), and placed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (NBF) in airtight
bags within sealed containers overnight before the final CT the following day. VPS
impressions were also taken at this time to use for optometric measurements in the
event that CT registration was unsuccessful.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 2.18: Carotid cut-down, perfusion and dissection of mandibles. Identification of the
carotid artery (A), perfusion (B), manual defleshing of the mandibles C). Dissected
mandibles (D).

The animal carcasses were disposed of in the biohazard bins at Invermay provided
by HTRU. Any blood/formalin was collected as it drained from the sheep during
exsanguination. It was then transferred to a sharps container and sent for
destruction with the carcass to Nuplex Medismart.
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2.5

Manipulation of imaging

2.5.1 Segmentation
SKULL
Scans were exported from the CT unit at Innervision as Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) files. They were imported into open-source
image-processing platform Fiji (“Fiji is just ImageJ”) (98), saved as a Tagged Image
File Format (TIFF) stack, converted to 8-bit, and the threshold adjusted to remove
the soft tissue, keeping only bone and teeth (Figure 2.19 A-B). 3D surface meshes
were created using the 3D viewer plugin (Figure 2.19 C) and exported as
stereolithography (STL) files.

A

B

C

Figure 2.19: Skull segmentation using Fiji

MANDIBLE
The STLs were imported into CloudCompare v2.10.2 (Zephyrus), an open-source
3D point cloud and mesh processing software. The mandible was then segmented
using cross-sectional segmentation for gross segmentation from the maxilla and
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cranium (and separation into left and right mandible) and polygonal segmentation
for fine removal of the opposing teeth (Figure 2.23).

FIDUCIAL MARKERS AND PREMOLAR ROOT
Both the fiducial markers and the premolar roots were within and of similar density
to bone, consequently they could not be segmented automatically using threshold
values. A “Threshold and Count” macro (Appendix 6.4) was used to assist with
segmentation. Following visual identification (Figure 2.20A), the markers were
manually isolated by tracing the perimeter of each marker (Figure 2.20B) on each
CT slice in which they appeared. They were saved to the region of interest (ROI)
manager (Figure 2.20C) and once all were identified the macro was run.

A

B

C

Figure 2.20: Identification and segmentation of fiducial markers (A), manual selection of
thresholded marker (B), ROI manager (C)

The macro duplicated the image, subtracted a value of five from all pixels in the
image (so none were saturated- the highest intensity value in an 8-bit image is 250),
selected the ROI and filled them in white, making them the only saturated (255
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intensity) pixels in the image. The image was then thesholded to select only the
pixels with a 255 intensity and a surface mesh created using the 3D viewer plugin.

The premolar roots at T2 were segmented in the same manner (Figure 2.21), using
the T2 scan. The mandible was positioned horizontally during this CT acquisition,
hence the coronal cuts approximated the long axis of the tooth.

Figure 2.21: Segmentation of premolar roots
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2.5.2 Registration
MARKERS
The STL files of the segmented markers were imported into CloudCompare. In the
cases in which there were markers lost between T1 and T2, the T1 marker was
removed. All the remaining markers were registered using CloudCompare to
identify outliers (Figure 2.22A), then the three markers with the apparent “best fit”
further registered alone to confirm they were stable between the two time points
(Figure 2.22B).

A

B

Figure 2.22: Selection of most reliable fiducial markers then registration of them
separately to confirm stability (B). Teal = T1 markers, Purple = T2 markers

As the fiducial markers were very small relative to the size of the structure being
registered (the mandible), it was decided that a combination of stable skeletal
references combined with the fiducial markers would be used for registration.
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STABLE LANDMARKS
Initially a complete surface registration of the T1 and T2 mandibles was performed
using CloudCompare to determine stable regions. It became apparent during this
process that the T2 mandible had deformed significantly during the dissection
process and there were very few stable references.

Multiple landmark combinations were trialled, together with the fiducial markers,
including: the mental foramen, the inferior dental canal, the posterior teeth
(reactive anchorage unit), the gonial angle, lower border and body of the mandible,
the mandibular diastema and the ramus.

Antero-posteriorly, a region extending from the mesial of the first molar to 25 mm
posterior to the mental foramen (Figure 2.23A-MF) (approximately halfway
between the foramen and P2) was found to be the least affected by the mandibular
distortion during dissection (Figure 2.23A-1).

Inferiorly, the lower border of the mandible from the anterior limit described
above, to a vertical line level with the mesial root of the premolar was also relatively
stable (Figure 2.23A-LB). Beyond this segment the lower border was consistently
distorted, anteriorly and posteriorly, in the T2 surface meshes.
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A
25mm

(1)

LB

B
13mm

13mm

ROI

MF

C D
Reduced
registration surface

8mm

Figure 2.23: Segmentation of mandible for registration. Most stable region of mandible
identified (purple) for registration (A). Segmentation of region of interest, including the
orthodontically moved premolar and surrounding bone (B-C). The stable region with the
ROI removed (D), was the reduced region used in the registration.

REGION OF INTEREST (ROI)
The purpose of registration was two-fold. The outcome variables included tooth
movement between T1 and T2 and also the change in bone volume around the
premolar in response to tooth movement. The region of interest extended 13 mm
mesial and distal to the tooth and 8 mm apical to the root apex (Figure 2.23B-C). It
was decided that this region was more than adequate to incorporate the
periodontal tissues affected by OTM of P2. CloudCompare uses the ICP algorithm
for registration, so the ROI and the region of the P3 healing socket needed to be
removed from the reduced surface (Figure 2.23D) prior to registration (otherwise
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the difference in bone surface at the two time points would have been averaged out
during the registration and the true difference eliminated).

RIGID SURFACE REGISTRATION
The reduced surface area and the best markers were merged in CloudCompare and
used for registration. The ROI from each time-point was “hidden” within its
registration surface folder so it would move with, but not influence, the registration.
The surfaces were aligned using “point pairs picking”, whereby ten points
(distributed between the buccal, lingual superior and inferior surfaces) were
matched (Figure 2.24A). This process produced an approximate alignment, making
the fine registration, using ICP, more accurate.

A

B

C

Figure 2.24: Rigid registration using points pairs picking (A), ICP registration (B) and reintroducing the registered ROI (C)

Once the surfaces were registered (Figure 2.24B), the ROIs were “unhidden” (Figure
2.24C) and further trimmed to 10 mm mesial and distal to the premolar and 5 mm
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apical to the root apex (Figure 2.25A). This eliminated the margins without T1/T2
overlap (white arrows below) which would have affected the “heat map” margins.
The greater the tooth movement, the greater the area with asynchronous margins
hence the need for larger ROI dimensions pre-registration (3 mm excess was
deemed adequate at each margin).

The registered ROIs meshes were then smoothed using Laplacian equation with
iterations set to 20 and smoothing factor 0.200 (Figure 2.25B).

A

B
10mm

10mm

5mm

Figure 2.25: Trimming and smoothing of raw ROI mesh (A) to ensure synchronous margins
and surface smoothing (B). Arrows indicate margins without a corresponding surface at
the alternate time point.

DUMMY TOOTH
To accurately measure the tooth movement in 3D it was important that the tooth
surface STLs were identical (and only their positions were different) at the two time
points. The T2 crown (segmented from the T2 ROI) and root (manually segmented
using Fiji) were merged and used as the “dummy” tooth for T1 (Figure 2.26A). It
was presumed that the size and shape of the premolar did not change significantly
between the two time points, apart from possibly a small amount of root resorption
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and occlusal wear. The complete T2 tooth was then “hidden” within the T2 “crown”
folder (Figure 2.26B), (otherwise the root would have affected the ICP registration)
and opened with the T1 crown (which had been segmented from the T1 ROI)
(Figure 2.26B). The T2 crown was then registered to the T1 crown (Figure 2.26C)
using the T1 crown as the reference. The “hidden” T2 complete tooth/root was
“unhidden” (Figure 2.26D), converted to the T1 colour (Figure 2.26E) and saved.
The two complete teeth were then opened together for further analysis (Figure
2.26F).

A

D

C

B

E

F

Figure 2.26: Creation of dummy tooth (A) = T2 crown and root merged to create a complete
tooth. (B) = segmented crowns T1 and T2 with T2 complete tooth “hidden” (Teal = T1,
Purple = T2). (C)= T1 and T2 crowns registered. (D)= “hidden” T2 tooth “unhidden” in T1
position and converted to the T1 shade (Teal) (E). (F) = Complete P2 at T1 and T2 time
points
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TOOTH MOVEMENT
In order to describe the tooth movement between T1 and T2 in three-dimensions,
eight anatomical points of the premolar were selected (Figure 2.27). The three cusp
tips represented the crown movements; the furcation, and mesial and distal root
midpoints represented the middle third of the tooth (in which the centre of
resistance is likely to occur) and the mesial and distal root apices were used to
describe “true” root movement.

ANATOMICAL POINTS SELECTED
1. M cusp
2. DB cusp
3. DL cusp
4. Furcation
5. M root
midpoint
6. D root
midpoint
7. M root apex

8. D root apex

Figure 2.27: Anatomical points utilised to measure tooth movement in 3D

Using VAM software (version 2.8.3, Canfield Scientific Inc, NJ, USA), the eight points
were marked on the T1 tooth and the co-ordinates (x, y, z) for each point created.
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The tooth was then registered to the T2 position and the co-ordinates for the same
points produced. The difference between the two time points was calculated using
Microsoft® Excel (Version 16.35) for each point (1-8) in each plane (x, y, z) using
simple subtraction.

Using the co-ordinates, the actual linear movement for each point was also
calculated, irrespective of which plane the movement occurred. An online tool
(Engineering ToolBox, [2013]. Distance between Two 3D Points) used the equation
in Figure 2.28 to calculate the linear movement in mm.

Figure 2.28: Distance between two points in a 3D co-ordinate system calculator
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BONE TOPOGRAPHY “SURFACE DISTANCE MAP”
A surface distance colour map was produced using VAM software. The previously
registered regions of interest at T1 and T2 were imported and the amount of change
between the bone surfaces displayed as a 3D colour-coded “map”. The ICP algorithm
calculated the distance between the T2 and T1 surfaces with the colour spectrum
ranging from blue, indicating resorption to red, indicating apposition of bone
(Figure 2.29). The colour scale numerical limits were adjusted due to the varying
ranges in bone surface distances for each sheep, to maximise the colour spectrum.

Figure 2.29: Conversion of registered ROIs to heat maps demonstrating areas of resorption
(blue) and apposition (red) between T1 and T2
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2.6

Histology

2.6.1 Specimen preparation
FIXING
After euthanasia, the mandibles were processed for histomorphometric analysis.
They were reduced in size, using a handsaw, to include the first molar posteriorly
and approximately 2cm in front of the lone-standing premolar anteriorly.

The resulting specimens were processed and resin-embedded according to the
protocol described by Duncan (2005) (Appendix 6.5).

In summary, the specimens were fixed in 10% formalin, dehydrated in ascending
concentrations of alcohol, (20, 40, 75, 95 and 100%) and cleared in xylene on an
orbital shaker (Figure 2.30A).

A

B

C

Figure 2.30: Specimens during the fixing process, in ascending alcohol concentrations, on
an orbital shaker in a fume cupboard (A). Specimen retrieval (B) and trimming of resin
blocks (C)
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EMBEDDING
Once fixed and dehydrated, the specimens were transferred to glass jars and
embedded in methylmethacrylate. Once set, the block of resin containing the
specimen was retrieved by clamping in a vice and a hammer used to break the glass
jar (Figure 2.30B). The excess acrylic was removed using a model trimmer,
following the outline of the specimen prior to final sectioning (Figure 2.30C).

IDENTIFICATION OF LONG AXIS
It was decided cross-sectional (axial) histology would be appropriate to assess the
perimeter of the roots during tooth movement, enabling visualisation of both the
“pressure” and “tension” surfaces concurrently (36). The specimen would therefore
need to be cut perpendicular to the long axis of the tooth.

To identify the long axis, the prepared specimen block was radiographed (Heliodent
Plus, Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) using a size 3 digital film (Xios
Scan, Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) exposed for 0.10s at 25cm focal
length with a 1cm piece of 0.016 x 0.016” stainless steel orthodontic wire adjacent,
to use as a scale (Figure 2.31A).

The digital radiographs were imported into Microsoft® Word (Version 16.35) and
adjusted to scale using the 1cm wire. The long axis was identified by bisecting the
mesial and distal tangents, which transected the furcation (99) (100).

The images were printed on acetate and lines drawn, parallel (10 mm mesial and
10 mm distal) and perpendicular to the long axis (5 mm apical to the longest root
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apex) (Figure 2.31B). Finally, they were taped to the specimens to transfer the guide
lines.

A

B

Figure 2.31: Radiograph of the specimen including 1cm wire (A) and radiograph with the
long axis of the tooth and region to be included in sectioning (B).

SECTIONING
Each specimen was sectioned in the axial plane using a Struers Accutom (Ballerup,
Denmark) precision table-top cut-off machine fitted with a diamond cut-off wheel
(M1D15 150 x 0.5 x 12.7 mm) (Figure 2.32). Step-serial sections are acquired at 1
mm intervals per specimen once the thickness of the blade is accounted for. Slides
with grossly asymmetric thickness were discarded. Between five and nine slides of
500-800 µm thickness were acquired per specimen (from 1-2 mm apical to the root
apex, to the tooth furcation or the height of the alveolus).
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Figure 2.32: Struers settings and specimen prepared for cutting

The mesial, distal, buccal and lingual surfaces were labelled and vertical and
diagonal “guide” lines drawn on two surfaces. The alignment of the unmarked
coronal view of the stack confirmed correct stacking order (Figure 2.33).

Figure 2.33: Guide lines to confirm the apical to coronal order of slides.

The inferior surface of each slide was smoothed briefly using #4000 grit Silicon
Carbide Paper on a rotating polisher (TegraPol-21, Struers, Ballerup, Denmark),
wiped with acetone to remove debris, and press-mounted onto opaque acrylic base
plates (prelabelled using a straight handpiece and round diamond bur) with clear
cyanoacrylate glue. Each section was then further ground and polished, using a
custom slide holder (Figure 2.34A) and silicon carbide paper (grit size #120 to
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#4000) (Figure 2.34B). The final thickness of the section was confirmed to be 90110μm by digital micrometer (Digital Indicator, Mitutoyo, Japan) (Figure 2.34C).

A

C

B
Figure 2.34: Slide preparation. Custom slide holder (A), grinding and polishing slides (B)
and confirming thickness (C)

STAINING
After superficial etching and decalcification with 40% ethanol and 0.1% formic acid
in an ultrasonic bath, each slide was stained with one part MacNeal’s tetrachrome
and two parts toluidine blue (101) (102) (103) (104). The slides were then rinsed
with distilled water and air-dried.

2.6.2 Imaging of histology
Light microscopy (Nikon eclipse Ti2-E Inverted Widefield, Nikon Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan) was used to examine the section. At 10x magnification, 10 x 6 fields
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of view (FOV) were scanned and stitched together at the highest resolution (2424 x
2424 dpi) using NIS-Elements AR for Nikon DS-Qi2. Each FOV at this magnification
is 1750 x 1750µm thus covering an area of 17.5 mm x 10.5 mm. The region included
the mesial and distal roots, their surrounding periodontal ligament space, the
cortical bone (buccally and lingually) and part of the healed P1 and P3 sockets
mesially and distally. Once particular areas of interest were identified, further
images at 20x magnification were acquired.

2.6.3 Matching with CT
The registered teeth (Figure 2.35A) were further segmented along the long axis
(estimated in the same manner as per the specimens, section 2.61 above). The
distance between the root apex and the furcation was measured and divided by the
number of histology slides acquired for the equivalent region. A digital slice was
then segmented at corresponding intervals (Figure 2.35B). The root apices and
crestal bone were used as landmarks to confirm accurate alignment of the digital
slices to their equivalent histological slices. Each digital slice was then rotated to be
viewed occlusally (Figure 2.35C), the T1 and T2 roots traced, copied onto the TIFF
image of the histology slide and adjusted to scale (Figure 2.35D). An arrow was then
drawn between the centroids of the T1 and T2 mesial and distal root outlines to
demonstrate the direction and magnitude of movement that had occurred (Figure
2.35D)
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A

Long axis

C

B

1R-4
D

BODILY
8 Weeks

POINT

Lingual

Distal

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

11.9

2. (DB cusp)

10.9

3. (DL cusp)

12.3

4. (Furcation)

5.3

5. (M root midpoint)

4.12

6. (D root midpoint)

3.86

7. (M root apex)

1.08

8. (D root apex)

2.66

Mesial

Buccal

Figure 2.35: Sectioning of CT registrations to match histology slides. (A) The long axis of
T2 tooth (black line), and the dotted box is the equivalent region included in histology
series. (B) The registered teeth sectioned into the equivalent number of slices as there are
histology slides for this region. (C) An individual slice rotated to be viewed occlusally before
being traced. (D) The tracing copied onto the top of the equivalent histology slide, scaled to
size, and arrows between the centroid of each root at T1 to T2 demonstrating the direction
and magnitude of movement between the time points.
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2.6.4 Identification of pressure surface
In the absence of a published and validated method to determine the pressure
surface, a tangent based method was developed. A tangent (Figure 2.36, grey)
between the T1 (Figure 2.36, teal) and T2 (Figure 2.36, lavender) root outlines was
drawn. The region between the two tangents was considered to be the compression
surface for the descriptive analyses (Figure 35, dotted line). While this method is
reasonable for the roots that experienced a linear translation, it does not account
for the more complex stress and strain distribution in rotational movements.

Figure 2.36: Identification of compression surface (dotted line). Teal = T1 root, lavender =
T2 root. Grey = tangent between T1 and T2 roots. Arrows indicate the direction of root
movement
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2.7

Statistical analyses

Due to the nature of the study (a pilot study), the analyses were predominantly
qualitative. The modality of tooth movement (“tipping” or “bodily”) was the
independent variable, with the outcome variables being 3D tooth movement and
alveolar bone topography measured radiographically, and changes in the bone
histology. The data was non-parametric with continuous variables (sheep weight,
linear tooth movement, bone volume). Simple descriptive statistics were calculated
using Microsoft® Excel and SPSS (version 15.0, Chicago, IL, USA), however,
qualitative analyses were primarily conducted.
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2.8

Approval

2.8.1 Ethical Approval and Māori Consultation
Animal Use Protocol (AUP)-18-114 was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee
(AEC), University of Otago, confirming the project aligned with the Animal Welfare
Act (1966) and the University’s Code of Ethical Conduct (Appendix 6.6).

The investigators involved in the surgical component of the project attended and
completed the necessary training sessions through the Animal Welfare Office at the
University of Otago.

This research report conforms to the ARRIVE guidelines 2.0 (105) for reporting
animal research.

Consultation with the Ngāi Tahu Research Consultation Committee was sought and
obtained (Appendix 6.7).

2.8.2 Hazardous Substance Management Plan (HSMP)
Formalin, a toxic substance, was included in the AUP for use during the perfusion
process, therefore an HSMP was required. Approval was gained following
submission to the University of Otago Health and Safety Compliance Office
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2.9

Funding

The New Zealand Dental Research Foundation contributed $15,000 towards this
project, and the Education Research & Development Group (ERDG) and The
Foundation for Orthodontic Research & Education (FORENZAO) divisions of the
New Zealand Association of Orthodontists contributed a further $16,000.
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Imaging outcomes
Histology
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3.1

Feasibility of model

All sheep survived the surgery and the post-operative periods. Prior to insertion of
the appliances, 1/3 of the extraction sites (33%) had bony sequestra, and one
showed evidence of infection (see below for details); however, no infections were
present in the healed extraction sites at the time of euthanasia. Survival of the
orthodontic appliances is discussed below.

3.1.1 Ability to thrive

T0

T1

Figure 3.1: Sheep weights throughout study period (with T0 and T1 surgical time points
indicated)

The pre-surgical weights ranged from 58.5-68.0 kg with a mean weight of 63.0 kg
(SD 3.3). All six sheep followed similar weight fluctuations (Figure 3.1). There was
an obvious increase in weight during the first month following the extractions at T0
(note the first three measurements were taken monthly and the remainder weekly
or fortnightly). Immediately before T1, most of the sheep (4/6) were within 1kg of
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their initial weight, and following placement of the appliances, there was a gradual
increase in weight for all sheep. At the time of euthanasia, all sheep were within 3kg
of their pre-intervention weights. A loss of 10% body weight was considered
acceptable. Sheep #577 temporarily lost 6.5kg (10.6%) by two weeks postappliance placement, with an acceptable rate of regain during the following two
weeks.

3.1.2 Surgery outcome
At T0, it was discovered that three sheep (22, 26, 577) were in late deciduous or
very early permanent dentition. Either the deciduous canine was still present, or
the permanent canine only partially erupted (Figure 3.2A) indicating these sheep
were younger than requested. For the most part, the T0 surgery proceeded
favourably, however, in the three younger sheep, the third premolar extraction
required a surgical approach, including bone removal with or without sectioning of
the roots. Additionally, in sheep #1 the right first molar (M1) fractured during the
extraction of P3. It required extraction, leaving a much longer edentulous space
than intended.
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A

Partially erupted canine

B

Bony sequestrum

Figure 3.2: Incisor ageing and bony sequestrum. Partially erupted permanent canine in
younger sheep (A) and subsequent healing issues, including a large buccal bony
sequestrum (B).

Following a six-week healing period, the extraction sites were inspected at the time
of the T1 general anaesthetic. Four of the twelve quadrants (33%) had bony
sequestra present (12L, 26L, 577L, 577R) (Figure 3.2B) which were removed at the
time of appliance cementation. Despite the impaired healing in these sheep, only
#577 demonstrated active infection, with suppuration requiring curettage and
another course of antibiotics. The sequestra likely occurred as a result of more
difficult extractions in which the buccal plate was unknowingly fractured. The
implications are that once the non-vital sequestra are removed and adjacent areas
have healed via resorption, there would be reduced alveolar bone vertically and
horizontally. This may have affected the position of the centre of resistance and the
response of these teeth to orthodontic forces.

The sheep had almost completely uneventful recoveries. Sheep #1 had to be
reintubated at the end of T0 for ventilation due to delayed wakening. This sheep
also took longer than the others to wake after the first sedation for CT.
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Following the placement of the appliances at T1, #577 appeared mildly depressed.
The veterinarian technician monitoring her, noted reduced appetite and energy,
and flat ears. After two-to-three days, this sheep recovered well and recommenced
weight gain.
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3.2

Appliance fit and survival

It was initially intended that two identical appliances would be made for each
quadrant, one with 100 µm die spacer and the other with extra spacer (300 µm), as
a precaution, to accommodate dental drift that may have occurred during the
healing period, and ensure appliance fit at T1. Due to laboratory time constraints,
only the appliance with extra spacer was available for placement at T1. Of these,
one appliance (12L) did not fit immediately, requiring removal of the distal
extension of the posterior band. The adjustment did not affect the appliance
survival with that appliance remaining in situ for eleven weeks. Three bands, with
the reduced spacer, were available to try in (for assessment to aid in future design,
if this methodology is repeated). Of these, two fitted well, suggesting very little drift
of the teeth over the six-week healing period.

The “bodily” appliances were able to be cemented in two parts as the telescopicpiston design meant the mesial and distal components were not connected, thus
simplifying the cementation process. The mesial and distal parts of the “tipping”
appliances had to be placed together while simultaneously activating the Ni-Ti coil.
This was technically more challenging, particularly in sheep #26 (left side) which
had to be re-seated during placement. This appliance was the first to fail (three
weeks before any other appliances were lost), likely as a result of moisture
contamination and cement displacement during the reseating.

Two appliances were still in situ at the T2 surgery (Figure 3.3), and a further three
survived until the last two weeks of the study period.
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5R

577L

Figure 3.3: The two appliances in situ and intact at T2. Note: 577R bands were in situ
however the active components were absent.

The appliances remained active between four and twelve weeks with a mean
survival time of 8.8 weeks (SD 2.4) (Table 4). An appliance was considered to have
failed if there was visual evidence that the active coil providing the force was
damaged or absent.

The appliances on the left survived longer (mean 9.3 SD 2.9 weeks) than those on
the right (mean 8.3, SD 1.9 weeks) and the “bodily” appliances (mean 9.0 SD 2.0
weeks) slightly longer than the “tipping” appliances (mean 8.7 SD 2.9 weeks).
However, a mixed model, using survival time as the outcome variable, confirmed
that neither left nor right side (F=0.4; p=0.520) or tipping/bodily appliance type
(F=0.05; p=0.829) had a significant impact on survival time.
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Table 4: Allocation of appliances and number of weeks each remained in situ
(B = bodily, T = tipping)

SHEEP

RIGHT

LEFT

Appliance

Weeks

Appliance

Weeks

1

B

8

T

10

5

T

12

B (spring)

8

12

B

7

T

11

22

T

7

B

11

26

B (spring)

8

T

4

577

T

8

B (spring)

12

Mean

8.3

9.3

SD

1.9

2.9

In addition, following the perfusions, the dissected mandibles were examined
thoroughly. Several appliances had broken, with some of the componentry
remaining in situ and penetrating the soft tissue. In these regions there was little, if
any, evidence of inflammation or infection, nor had the farm manager reported any
obvious signs of physical discomfort or distress, when the daily welfare checks had
been conducted (Appendix 6.3.2).
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3.3

Imaging outcomes

3.3.1 Fiducial Markers
RETENTION
Ten fiducial markers were placed in each sheep, five on each side. Each time a CT
was acquired, the markers remaining were counted manually by scrolling through
the CT stack. At T1, 6 weeks after the extractions, approximately a third of the
markers had been lost (18/60). Between this CT and the final post-euthanasia CT
12 weeks later, only a further three markers were lost (Table 5). The optimal
number of stable markers required for registration was three per quadrant,
however, there were five quadrants (out of twelve) that did not satisfy this
condition. For this reason, the most stable two markers in each quadrant were
chosen for the registration. It was acknowledged that due to the extensive loss of
markers, it would not be possible to use them solely for registration (Appendix 6.8).

Table 5: Number of markers present at each time-point

T1

T2

T3

SHEEP

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

1

5

5

2

0

2

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

12

5

5

2

5

2

5

22

5

5

4

5

4

5

26

5

5

4

4

4

3

577

5

5

4

2

2

2

TOTAL

30

30

21

21

19

20

COMBINED

60

42

39
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RELIABILITY AND STABILITY
All fiducial markers in situ at the end of T2, were registered with their T1
counterparts using CloudCompare. This enabled selection of the two most reliable
markers as shown in Figure 3.4. These two markers were then re-registered
independently of the less stable ones. All the selected pairs demonstrated excellent
concordance, once isolated from the group (Appendix 6.8).

5R

22R

5L

22L

Figure 3.4: Registration of fiducial markers. Example of registration of all fiducial markers
in sheep #5 and #22 right and left sides. Images on the left demonstrate registration of all
markers and selection of the two best match markers (dotted circle). Arrow indicates
registration of the two selected markers in isolation to confirm alignment.

3.3.2 Accuracy of registrations
When the mandibles were separated from the skull, the gonial angle, ramus and
condyles flexed laterally and anteriorly (without the glenoid fossae present to hold
them mesially), and the anterior mandible (symphysis, diastema and incisors)
distorted superiorly and posteriorly. The deformation was likely due to a
combination of removal of the opposing forces from the masseter, temporalis
(external surface) and pterygoid muscles, and flexure of the fibrous midline suture
joining the two sides of the mandible in the median plane.
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These findings were consistent between the six sheep. (Purple = T2, Teal = T1)
(Figure 3.5). To confirm the issue was related to the removal of the mandible from
the skull, the T0 to T1 mandible were also registered. They demonstrated a superior
surface concordance (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.5: T1 to T2 surface registrations viewed laterally and occlusally, demonstrating
unacceptable deformation during the dissection process (Teal = T1, Purple = T2)

Figure 3.6: T0 (grey) and T1 (teal) surface registrations with much closer agreement than
T1-T2. Far right registration demonstrates a superior registration when the mandible is
separated at the mandibular midline suture into left and right.
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Within the selected “stable region”, the marrow space proved to also be a stable
reference (Appendix 6.9), both enhancing and corroborating the accuracy of the
registration. Therefore, four points of concordance were used for the registrations:
2 x markers, the stable surface region of the mandible, and the marrow space. A
registration was considered to be acceptable if the shades (teal and purple) of the
surface meshes, representing each time point, were well intermeshed, and the
selected fiducial markers well aligned. Overall, the quality of registrations was
deemed to be good (Figure 3.7). There were reservations regarding #1R and #577R
in which the deformation of the mandible had affected the markers’ spatial
relationship. #5L and #26L were possibly also less reliable.
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1R

1L

5R

5L

12R

12L

22R

22L

26R

26L

577R

577L

Figure 3.7: Accuracy of registrations using reduced surface (most stable region) and two
most reliable fiducial markers. Teal = T1, purple = T2
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3.3.3 Tooth movement
There was clinical, radiographic and histologic evidence that all 12 second premolar
teeth moved in response to the orthodontic forces (Table 5, teal = T1, lavender =
T2). When evaluating the registrations, there did not appear to be consistency
between the tooth movement and the respective appliance designs. Sheep #5 most
convincingly demonstrated movements approximating those which were
attempted (tipping on the right and translation on the left). Most of the teeth had a
degree of buccal displacement (all except 26L which moved lingually, however, this
appliance failed after 4 weeks so any movement is more likely relapse or
physiological drift). In general, there was very little deviation from the
forward/mesial trajectory that was intended with only 5R having noticeable mesial
rotation.
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Table 6: Tooth movement in 3D. Quadrant, appliance, number of weeks appliances
remained active and tooth movement achieved between T1 (Teal) and T2 (Lavender)
viewed buccally and occlusally.
Distal

Mesial

Mesial

1R

1L

Bodily
8 weeks

Tipping
10 weeks

5R

5L

Tipping
12 weeks

Bodily (s)
8 weeks

12R

12L

Bodily
7 weeks

Tipping
11 weeks

22R

22L

Tipping
7 weeks

Bodily
11 weeks

26R

26L

Bodily (s)
8 weeks

Tipping
4 weeks

577R

577L

Tipping
8 weeks

Bodily (s)
12 weeks

Distal
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To describe tooth movement in 3D, eight anatomical points were chosen and the
linear movement of each point between T1 and T2 measured (Appendix 6.10).

Points 1-3 represented the crown of the teeth, 4-6 the middle third of the tooth and
7-8 were the apices.

1. M cusp
2. DB cusp
3. DL cusp
4. Furcation
5. M root midpoint
6. D root midpoint
7. M root apex
8. D root apex

Figure 3.8: Points used to measure movement in 3D

The mean linear movement of the coronal points (6.4 mm) was more than double
that of any of the other points (Table 7). The more apical the point, the less the mean
linear movement, with the mean furcation movement being 3.1 mm, the mid-root
points 2.8 mm and the apices 2.7 mm. These figures suggest predominantly tipping
rather than bodily movements occurred. The large range of values for each of the
points does, however, confirm that a variety of M:F ratios and tooth movements
were initiated.
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Table 7: Linear movement (mm) of each point between T1 and T2 (lightest grey = root apices, medium grey the tooth mid-points and darker
grey the coronal points)

3.3.4 Bone topography
The alveolar bone displacement maps provided a qualitative visual representation
of the distance between the surfaces (in mm) at T1 and T2. The difference was
colour-coded with red being regions of apposition and blue being resorptive (Figure
3.9). The maps were most effective at demonstrating the bony surface changes in
the extraction sockets and the healing sequestra, whereas the regions of particular
interest, immediately surrounding the premolars, showed only minor resorption
and apposition. All the displacement maps demonstrated a degree (approximately
1 mm in most examples) of resorption on the lingual surface (Appendix 6.11).

A

B

Figure 3.9: Surface displacement maps
Teal tooth = P2 at T1, Purple = P2 at T2
A = Buccal surface (#5R) with very little change to the width of the alveolar ridge (green =
0 +/- 0.8 mm). Over 4 mm apposition is apparent in the distal healing extraction socket
(red) and approximately 2 mm apposition mesial to P2 at T2 (yellow/orange/red).
B = The lingual surface of #1R demonstrating a small amount of resorption (0.5-0.8 mm)
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3.4

Histological findings

Attempts were made to relate the bone remodelling pattern to the actual tooth
displacement. Bone that stained darker blue, at 10 x magnification, was considered
to be new bone, given that the adjacent healing extraction sockets (comprised of
“new” bone), were stained the same dark blue colour (Figure 3.10 NB(exo)).

There was consistently, as expected, evidence of new bone formation on the tension
surface, appearing as dark-staining finger-like trabeculae (Figure 3.10 NB(ts)).
There were also multiple sites in which similarly dark stained but narrower zones
of “new bone” were identified on the pressure surface (Figure 3.10 NB(ps)), (refer
to Appendix 6.12 for complete list of slides). These regions were further scanned at
20 x magnification to verify it was definitely new bone. Palisading rows of
osteoblasts were confirmed in several slides (Figure 3.11-3.12). There was also
alternate evidence of catabolic activity in the form of root resorption (Figure 3.10
RR) and anabolic activity represented by hypercementosis (Figure 3.10 HC). Again,
this appeared somewhat randomly, with examples of each on both compression and
tension surfaces in various slides.

It is possible to compare the width of the PDL space to confirm pressure and tension
surfaces, whereby the tension surface would be wider (Figure 3.10 PDL (ts)) and
the pressure surface narrower (Figure 3.10 PDL(ps)). This difference was more
apparent for teeth under active load at the time the specimens were collected, as
the PDL is elastic and returns to a passive state shortly after a force is removed (or
an appliance is broken). For this reason, slides from teeth in which the appliances
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failed prior to the final two weeks of the study were excluded from the descriptive
analyses.

1R-4

Bodily
8 weeks
Lingual

NB(ts)
NB(ps)

RR

Distal
NB(exo)

PDL(ts)

Mesial
HC
PDL(ps)

Buccal

RL

FM

Figure 3.10: Example of histology slide merged with registered teeth. 1R-4= Slide obtained
at T2 from Sheep #1, right side, 4th slide from the most apical which had a bodily appliance
that survived 8 weeks. Image is 10 x magnification. Slide shows the roots at T1 (Teal) and
the direction of movement between T1 and T2 (teal arrows). The pressure surface is
indicated by the dashed lavender lines. NB(exo) = new bone in the P3 extraction site. NB(ts)
= new bone on the tension surface. NB(ps) = new bone of the pressure surface. RR = root
resorption lesion. HC = hypercementosis. PDL (ps) = PDL width on the pressure surface.
PDL (ts) = PDL width on tension surface. RL = irregular surface likely to indicate resorptive
lacunae. FM = fiducial marker

Of the 65 slides suitable for inclusion in the descriptive analyses, 25 appeared to
demonstrate some new bone on the compression surface (predominantly on the
mesial and buccal surfaces of the mesial root). There was no clear pattern as to the
vertical tooth level in which it occurred, nor did there appear to be a relationship
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between the linear distance the root had moved (between T1 and T2) and the
presence of bone on the compression surface.

Examples of slides that showed evidence of new bone on the pressure surface are
shown below (Figure 3.11 and 3.12). It must be noted that Figure 3.11 is a slide
obtained from the root apex. The movement in this region is more complex, with
the potential for tipping and rotation about the long axis of the tooth, and vertical
movement between the two time points. “Pure” pressure is therefore unlikely to
have been sustained on a specific surface. Adjacent anatomical structures including
vessels, may also have an influence. In Figure 3.12 there is evidence of both
resorption and apposition (with adjacent osteoblasts), as well as hypercementosis
and root resorption on the pressure surface. Slides 5R-5 and 5R-6 also
demonstrated new bone on the pressure surface (appliances were intact at T2),
however, osteoblasts were not obvious. These slides can be seen in Appendix 6.12.
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12L-3

11 weeks

A
CB
OB

RR

NB

B
Figure 3.11: Slide 12L-3 with new bone on the pressure surface. Sheep 12, left side (in
which appliance survived 11 weeks), third slide from apex at 10x magnification (A). Region
demonstrating new bone on pressure surface at 20x magnification (B). RR = root
resorption, CB = palisading cells likely to be cementoblasts, NB = new bone with palisading
cells adjacent likely to be osteoblasts (OB).
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1L-4

10 weeks

NB

OB

A

HC

RL

B

1L-5

10 weeks

NB

A
RL

HC

NB
OB

B
Figure 3.12: Slide 1L-4 and 1L-5 at 10 x magnification (A) with new bone on pressure
surface (lavender dashed line) further magnified to 20 x magnification (B). NB = new bone,
with adjacent osteoblasts (OB). HC = hypercementosis. RL = resorptive lacunae.
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4.1

Summary

A model to investigate orthodontic tooth movement in the ovine mandible was
established, achieving the primary aim of the study. Having moved the left and right
lower second premolar in six sheep, it was possible to register sequential CTs to
describe tooth movement in 3D. The effect of tooth movement on the surrounding
periodontal tissues was investigated radiographically and histologically. A novel
technique was developed in which the 3D imaging was merged with the histology.
This facilitated identification of the pressure surface, following which, histological
evidence of bone deposition on the tension surfaces and bone resorption on the
pressure surfaces was confirmed, in accordance with published literature. There
were also several examples demonstrating the presence of new bone on the
pressure surface, thus offering some support of the mechanostat theory. This was
not a consistent finding and due to the failure of multiple appliances, it was not
possible to attribute this osseous response to a specific appliance/tooth movement
modality (“tipping” or “bodily” movement). Noticeable changes in the pattern of
bone topography could not be reliably detected, due to limitations in the CT
resolution and potential surface thresholding errors.
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4.1.1 Suitability of Ovine model
The viability of an ovine model to investigate orthodontic tooth movement was
assessed with regard to their capacity to thrive following each intervention and the
ability to move teeth over a sustained period.

In accordance with previous research, Romney-cross ewes were found to be robust
(3, 6, 106). The sheep thrived in terms of weight maintenance and well-being. Body
weight is a reliable marker for animal wellbeing (107, 108). They recovered
uneventfully following the extractions and tolerated the orthodontic appliances,
including breakages. Fortunately, none of the sheep required premature
termination. Removal of one broken appliance was attempted, however, this
appeared to cause distress.

There were some reservations about conducting the study in the winter, but they
proved to be unwarranted, as shown by the relatively constant weights of the sheep
throughout the study. The sheep weights peaked following each intervention, likely
due to the extra nutrition they were receiving. Concerns regarding infection due to
the introduction of a foreign body (the appliances) were also unsubstantiated. The
weekly delivery of Savacol® mouthwash likely aided this, with previous work
suggesting rinses should occur at least weekly (74). Conversely, the tooth brushing
posed additional risk of appliance deformation/damage as the sheep tried to chew
on the brushes. It was difficult to visualise the appliances clearly, but there seldom
appeared to be debris in the coils. At T2 there was no evidence of infection or active
gum disease in any of the animals.
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Despite, the three younger sheep requiring bone removal during the extraction of
the third premolars (P3), there did not appear to be an obvious association between
having a surgical extraction and increased loss of adjacent fiducial markers, nor was
there noticeably greater vertical bone loss in these quadrants. The second premolar
(P2) was being moved into the mesial extraction socket, where extractions were
uncomplicated and healing uneventful. The outcomes of interest were therefore
relatively unaffected by the P3 extractions. Socket healing occurs more rapidly in
sheep than humans (6), therefore, it was anticipated that the extraction site would
be mature, following the six-week healing period. It became evident that a longer
healing period is required for complete socket healing, especially of P3.

The custom trays fitted the entire sample reliably, indicating very little variation in
arch form and length between sheep. The length of the P3 extraction site was also
relatively uniform and minimal dental drift occurred during the healing period. The
fit of the appliances was excellent, with only one requiring adjustment prior to
cementation. Following reports that one person could handle a sheep while
activating a maxillary expansion appliance (106), it was expected the sheep would
be docile enough to monitor the appliances without difficulty, however, this was
very challenging. Even with assistance, it was difficult to visualise the posterior
teeth, to confirm the state of the appliances. Consequently, the reported duration of
appliance survival could be inaccurate. General anaesthetic or sedation was
required for all interventions, including CT acquisition, which was logistically
challenging and added to the cost of the project significantly.
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4.1.2 Tooth movement in 3D
All 12 second premolars were moved orthodontically, exhibiting a range of M:F
ratios and combinations of tipping/bodily movement. Comparable forces to those
used in humans were applied and similar rates of movement achieved. In humans,
the approximate force required for a tipping movement is 35-60 g whereas 70-120
g is generally required to achieve bodily movement (17). The appliances were
constructed to apply 100 g and 150 g respectively but friction would certainly have
reduced this, possibly by up to half. Sources of friction include cement
contamination of the spring coils during the placement (this was observed
clinically), deformation of the guiding rail, food/grass impaction in the springs and
friction between appliance componentry. Previous research, using rat and dog
models, concluded that the optimal force is that which induces direct/frontal
resorption rather than undermining resorption (30, 33). In order to confirm that
this was achieved in the sheep model, specimens would need to be euthanised at
various time points during the stages of tooth movement to assess the presence of
hyalinisation histologically. Due the force being applied to the buccal surface, which
is eccentric to the centre of resistance in the transverse plane, a degree of mesolingual rotation was expected. The rigid rails proved to be effective at off-setting
this effect, with only one tooth showing obvious rotation (#5R).

Until now, the inability to segment and identify the exact root position at various
time points has been a major limitation in OTM research. It is for this reason the
finite element model has previously been used as an approximation (28, 49).
Previous research, acquired 3D imaging, but measured tooth movement using 2D
slices of the 3D radiographs, and approximated the equivalent reference points
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(109). In order to measure and describe the tooth movement accurately in 3D, the
premolars, including their roots needed to be segmented. The posterior teeth were
occluding in maximum intercuspation for the T0 and T1 CT scans, making it difficult
to segment the mandibular crowns from the opposing maxillary teeth.
Furthermore, the markers and premolar roots were enclosed within, and of similar
density to bone, thus precluding automatic segmentation. The macro designed
specifically for this project was invaluable and will certainly have future
applications. Multiple points on each segmented tooth; representing the crown, the
furcation/mid-tooth and the roots, were selected. The segmented teeth and their
points at T1 were registered to the T2 position. This level of accuracy (the points
being in an identical position on the tooth at each time point) is unique to this
project. The co-ordinates generated for each point at T1 and T2 were used to
measure the linear distance each point had moved. Had the orientation of the
animal been standardised, the movement could also have been described
directionally.

In humans, the rate of OTM for space closure is anecdotally estimated to be
approximately 1 mm/month. The mean linear movement of the mid-tooth and
apical points, in this sample, was comparable. The rate of tooth movement in
orthodontics is non-linear and dynamic, due to bone biology and force dissipation
between appointments, making it difficult to calculate accurately (44). The inability
to calculate the rate of movement in this study was further confounded by the fact
that it was not possible to determine the exact time point at which the appliances
failed. Even when an appliance was confirmed to have failed, it was not practical to
terminate that animal immediately, particularly since the appliances on each side
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failed at different time points. This meant that there was a variable period of time
before the euthanasia procedure in which relapse may have occurred. A solution,
albeit a costly one, could be to take an additional CT as soon as appliance failure is
apparent.

More crown than root movement was evident, indicating that predominantly
tipping rather than bodily movement was achieved. This finding conforms with
other studies (110) and OTM seen clinically in humans. The maximum crown
movement values were greater than expected for the timeframe (up to 13 mm). This
may be due to the individual specific rate of OTM (24) or alternately due to the
majority of premolars demonstrating reduced alveolar support (and subsequently,
a more apical Cres) (40, 110-112) than routinely seen in humans, particularly
adolescents. The plain film radiographs and the CT scans illustrated a large
variation in vertical alveolar bone height, relative to the furcation of P2 (Appendix
6.13).

4.1.3 Merging computed tomography and histology
Current OTM research predominantly investigates mechanobiology (113, 114),
including immunohistochemistry analyses, requiring decalcification and paraffin
embedding. The specimens retrieved in this sample were too large for the paraffin
embedding cassettes available, and would have taken a prolonged period of time to
decalcify. In any case, undecalcified slides, cut axially, were more appropriate (26),
since mineralised as well as cellular components provided information about
regions of bone formation and resorption (115).
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The main limitation of any histological outcome is that the specimen represents a
single time point. With the approach proposed in this research, each histology slide
has been merged with the correspondent “slice” of the registered 3D teeth. This
creates a unique opportunity, to see where the roots moved from, prior to specimen
retrieval, enabling the histological findings to be related to actual tooth movements.
Once scaled to size, the radiographically-derived root outlines fitted consistently
well on the histology surfaces suggesting that this technique, as applied to this data,
could be accurate. In support of this assumption is the fact that the merged data
made biological sense. New bone was frequently seen, as expected, given the
findings of historical studies (45), on what was determined to be the tension
surface. Equally, resorptive lesions were seen on the pressure surfaces. In some
slides, however, it was possible to demonstrate some bone apposition on the
pressure surface, which was consistent with the mechanostat theory. New, “darkly
stained”, bone was observed on the pressure surface in 29 slices (36%). The distal
root generally moves through the region previously occupied by the tension surface
of the mesial root. This prevents the determination of whether new bone in this area
resulted from the pressure surface of the distal root, or the tension surface of the
mesial root. Therefore, the mesial root was particularly of interest as it has been in
previous research (116).

Relapse commences in orthodontically moved teeth, without retention, as soon as
an active force is removed (117), whereby teeth are pulled by periodontal fibres in
the direction of their pre-treatment position (118). Consequently, the pressure
surfaces during OTM, may have become tension surfaces following appliance loss.
It has been suggested that a resorptive surface is more likely to become an
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apposition surface, than the reverse, as osteoclasts do not resorb osteoid well (119).
For these reasons, the histological slides demonstrating new bone on the pressure
surface were only analysed in the results if the appliance had remained in situ
during the final two weeks. There were five slides that met this criteria. Further
analysis at 20 x magnification confirmed the presence of osteoblasts in some, but
not all, regions of interest. This confirms the anecdotal finding that ridge
augmentation is possible, yet unpredictable.

This study offers a qualitative description of the histological outcomes. Should it be
repeated, with a larger sample, quantitative analyses would be appropriate to
explore the mechanism in which bone apposition occurs on the pressure surface.
Cell counting of osteoclasts per region is frequently described in the literature (120)
as a measure of resorption. Without appropriate staining, osteoclasts can be
difficult to identify. There were very few osteoclasts identified in our slides,
particularly in specimens in which the appliances failed early, due to the relatively
short lifespan of osteoclasts (approximately 12 days) (17). Even so, there was
evidence that osteoclastic activity had occurred, such as the presence of root
resorption and resorptive lacunae, both of which can also be quantified.
Osteoblasts, indicating bone apposition are also relatively difficult to identify,
particularly given the thickness of resin slides, in which it is difficult to focus beyond
10x magnification. They are generally confirmed by their location near new bone
and arrangement in palisading rows. It might also be possible to quantify
hypercementosis.
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4.1.4 Appliances
The ability of appliances to withstand the ovine oral environment, including their
thegosis behaviour, and to move teeth predictably, was fundamental to the
feasibility of the model.

Many animal studies, particularly those using the rat model, are conducted over
only 2-4 weeks (88, 109, 121-123). Some beagle (25, 27, 124, 125) and monkey
(126-128) studies have successfully continued for up to 120 days, which we aimed
to approximate in order to demonstrate the equivalence of this large animal model.
The proposed timeframe was ambitious in terms of appliance survival but
necessary to achieve sufficient root movement to influence alveolar bone volume.
It also ensured the teeth achieved all the phases of OTM described in section 1.3.1
and attained “true movement” (33). It must be recognised, however, that the ovine
model has not previously been used to investigate OTM, therefore it is likely the
duration of each phase is different to humans.

The major challenge was appliance retention. The failure rate was greater than
other sheep studies (4, 106), however, the mean appliance survival of 8.8 weeks
was considerably longer than any small animal study, and was adequate time to
move all 12 premolars, including the roots, to varying degrees. Nonetheless, T2 (the
euthanasia procedure) was 12 weeks after appliance placement, allowing ample
time (up to eight weeks) for relapse and reparative processes to occur, thus
affecting all outcomes. It was not practical, nor financially feasible, to carry out
euthanasia immediately as the appliances failed, though this is routinely done in
small animal models. In accordance with previous work and clinical experience, it
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was difficult to achieve predictable modes of tooth movement, particularly bodily
movement (24, 26, 42, 129) (due to the amount of bone resorption required to
facilitate root movement). In addition, the location of the centre of resistance is
affected by tooth anatomy and periodontal support, both of which are individual
specific. The bone level surrounding P2 was more apical (radiographically), relative
to the furcation, than in humans. The M:F or point of application of a force required
to achieve different movements could therefore only be approximated. The rigid
rails, included in the appliance design, successfully reduced the rotation that usually
occurs when a force is applied buccally (eccentric to Cres) and maintained the
intended mesio-distal path of movement.

Possible explanations for appliance failure include excessive die spacer, thegosis
and masticatory forces, and the consolidation of the posterior teeth to create an
anchorage unit. The standard recommended amount of die spacer for crowns is 2540 µm (130) to allow optimal seating. There is evidence to show up to 150µm does
not affect retention (131), however, the appliances, in this study, were constructed
with twice this amount (300 µm), to account for possible dental drift during the
healing period, and ensure the appliances would fit at T1. It is possible this width of
spacer negatively affected the retention.

The exact force magnitude of thegosis activity is not known for certain, however it
has been shown to occur at rates of up to 152 strokes/minute, totalling over 1000
strokes/day (15). No dental appliance or cement is designed to withstand this
degree of impact. Despite requesting that the sheep nuts be softened, they may have
been too hard and also contributed to failures.
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In restorative dentistry, resin-bonded bridges with one cantilever have greater
survival than those with two (132, 133), due to the opposing movements of
abutments (134). The appliances, in this study connected three large molars
together posteriorly, which may have contributed to the increased failure relative
to the anterior components, which mostly survived. The appliances that survived
were relatively intact, suggesting appliance loss was primarily due to bond failure,
likely the consequence of excessive die spacer. Although the difference between the
survival of the left vs right appliances was not statistically significant overall, of the
five longest lasting appliances, four were on the left suggesting there may be a
lateralisation effect. In humans, there is literature supporting a preference for
chewing on the right (135).

Despite previously being used successfully in the maxilla (106), a complete occlusal
coverage band design was rejected in lieu of circumferential bands. Full coverage of
mandibular molars may have affected the ability of sheep to perform thegosis, a
critical function for maintaining sharp enamel edges and ensuring efficient
mastication (15). There were also concerns about the sheep tolerating such rigid
occlusal interferences. In retrospect, the sheep were accommodating of all
interventions and full coverage may have improved appliance retention. The
appliances fabricated for this study were likely more comfortable than those
routinely used in humans. They were more robust, the margins smoother, and the
profile less of an intrusion on the soft tissues and chewing surfaces. The fit of the
appliances was excellent, with only one requiring adjustment prior to cementation.
The bodily appliance was placed in two parts, thus providing some tolerance for
dental drift between T0 and T1. The width of the periodontal ligament (PDL) in
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sheep is greater than in humans (6), resulting in the teeth being inherently more
mobile, so even the tipping appliance may have had some tolerance. In future, a twopiece appliance would certainly be recommended for ease of placement. Two
appliance mechanisms were initially considered for movement of the P2, a push
force from behind or a pull force anteriorly. The latter would have required skeletal
anchorage in the diastema region. This option was rejected, as the diastema
between the lower incisors and premolars has thinner cortical bone and a large
marrow space making it unsuitable for implant placement (6). For this reason, the
current study involved only the posterior dentate region of the mandible.

4.1.5 Fiducial markers
We also predicted greater retention and stability of the fiducial markers following
the relative success in other studies (4, 77, 78), which were able to register
sequential imaging using only fiducial markers. Unfortunately, due to the
proportion of lost markers and the deformation of the mandible at T2, additional
references were required. Establishing stable skeletal landmarks was a major
challenge due to the extent of deformation. Despite these difficulties, the
registration using the four points of concordance described in section 2.5, was
reasonably consistent. Using skeletal landmarks implied growth during the four
month period was unaccounted for, but was likely minimal in these almost fully
grown sheep (136). The alternative was to use the posterior anchorage teeth,
however, due to thegosis causing occlusal wear, the registration of these teeth was
weak.
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The 1 mm diameter titanium markers were selected following their success in a
rabbit model (78). In retrospect, it transpired that the size of the model prohibited
use of larger markers, which would have been preferable. Increased diameter
markers may have improved the stability, and accuracy of segmentation and
registration in this study. Sheep have thicker cortical bone than rabbits so could
have tolerated deeper indentations. The CT used had a voxel size of 0.3 mm3,
therefore each 1 mm diameter spherical implant was contained within a cube
consisting of 27 voxels. This should have been sufficient for accurate segmentation, but
due to the spherical shape, each marker was contained in far fewer voxels and the use of
larger markers would have been beneficial

Despite placing 10 markers per sheep (5 per quadrant), many quadrants had less
than three markers at T2. The unexpectedly high loss of markers may have been
due to their location being too close to the extraction sites. When placing similar
markers in previous research, a specialised “tapping” tool was used to ensure they
were embedded retentively in the bone. The tool was not available for this project.
For consistency, the best two markers, combined with the most stable skeletal
landmarks/surface regions, were used for the registration. Because the ICP
registration algorithm is a best fit technique without the capacity to add “weight” to
particular regions, the markers being so small contributed very little to the
registration. Their approximation to each other following registration was still
informative, but more as an indicator of the accuracy of the surface registration
(and therefore reliability of the tooth registration.)

Grade 5 titanium alloy exhibited excellent in vivo biocompatibility in rabbits (78,
137). Likewise, in this sheep sample, there was no evidence of inflammation
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associated with the markers, as confirmed histologically (Appendix 6.14). The
fiducial markers were placed adjacent to the extraction sites to avoid increasing the
number of surgical sites, despite Bjork’s recommendation to avoid resorptive
regions (77). In retrospect, the capacity for healing in sheep was proven to be
excellent and therefore extra, small surgical sites, further apart, would likely have
been acceptable and preferable.

Once segmented, the markers at the two time points were registered to determine
visually those that appeared to be the most stable. This was a subjective method
with potential for bias, failing to consider that all the markers may have moved in a
similar fashion. This error would have been more critical had the registration relied
entirely on the markers. A more accurate technique would have been to identify the
marker centroids and conduct a pairwise analysis, to objectively measure the
difference between the two time points and assess the stability of each marker in
relation to the other markers (78).

4.1.6 Imaging
The images were acquired at 512 x 512 pixels, the maximum resolution for most
full body CTs. This is the equivalent of 0.3 mm voxels which has been reported to be
adequate in other surface registration studies (78, 138). Unfortunately, in this
study, the surface meshes of all the structures appeared pixelated, thus potentially
introducing error in the registrations. In order to improve the resolution, the
magnification would need to be increased (i.e. reduce the region being scanned).
The images acquired for this study were a 280 mm x 280 mm field of view. It is
possible to reduce the field to 50 mm x 50 mm, in which case the resolution would
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be greatly increased, but a region this small could introduce positioning
complications and a compromise is likely required.

The radiodensity varied, both inter- and intra-animal, between time points. It was
not possible to use a standardised value to remove the soft tissue, preserving only
bone, which made the threshold process subjective. The operator had to visually
determine when the soft tissue had been eliminated, potentially introducing
measurement bias. This could have been reduced or eliminated, had each
segmentation been repeated, ideally by more than one operator to confirm
reliability. In an 8 bit file, soft tissue is eliminated and bone is retained at a threshold
of approximately 150, however, the range of values was considerable (between
110-170). It is possible that, in some regions, the surface mesh may have included
some soft tissue, overestimating the bone volume and conversely if overthresholded, the mesh would underestimate the bone present. The gonial angle of
the mandible was particularly sensitive to threshold values, confirming it to be a
poor structure for registration.

The use of a surface distance displacement map (“heat map”) to quantify surface
changes visually has been utilised to demonstrate craniofacial growth, and to
compare untreated subjects to those undergoing orthopaedic intervention in
humans and animals (78, 79). In this study, the healing in the P3 extraction sites
was well illustrated by the “heat map”, however, it was not sensitive enough to
describe changes in bone topography around the teeth, in response to orthodontic
tooth movement. There are several possible explanations, including: the CT
resolution creating pixelated surface meshes and the aforementioned potential for
thresholding error affecting the segmentation of the surfaces. Also, the magnitude
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of registration error could have negated the minimal treatment effect (regarding
bone topography) likely to have occurred during this timeframe. The case reports
in humans describing ridge augmentation (section 1.6) by orthodontic tooth
movement into an atrophic ridge were of longer duration and with greater linear
tooth movement. Undoubtedly, more than 3 mm root movement is required to
augment the alveolar ridge measurably.

The “heat maps” consistently demonstrated approximately 1 mm resorption on the
lingual surface. The fiducial markers, being buccally positioned, may have carried
just enough weight to influence the registration in that direction (and therefore
account for the negative change lingually). The equivalent region of the lingual
surface of the mandible in humans is appositional (77). Irrespective of this, it is
unlikely that there would be this degree of change, over 3 months, in an almost fully
grown sheep. Furthermore, there was no evidence of resorption on the lingual
surface in the T0 to T1 registrations taken six weeks apart.
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4.2

Limitations

There are limitations associated with all pilot studies, namely sample size and the
inability to conduct statistical analyses. The external validity in animal studies is a
well-recognised limitation due to the differences between animal and human
anatomy and physiology. The findings related to large animal models are more
applicable to humans, hence the need for a suitable model for orthodontic tooth
movement research. Unfortunately these studies are substantially more expensive
to conduct. The purchase cost, husbandry, and surgical expenses at each
intervention, are far greater than equivalent small animal studies.

The inability of the appliances to survive the entire study duration was a major
limitation of this study, due to the length of time in which relapse could occur and
the inability to conduct split-mouth analyses as intended. The weaknesses related
to the methodology are primarily related to the imaging. They include the
displacement of some fiducial markers, the less-than-ideal resolution of the CT
images, the unstandardised orientation of the animals during CT acquisition, and
the deformation of the mandible that occurred during the dissection process.
Appropriate resolution and accurate registrations are critical when the effect size
is as small as the change in bone topography is likely to be. Surface registration is
not as accurate as fiducial marker registration (139) and may have introduced
additional errors when combined with inadequate resolution. Voxel based
registration may have been a superior method in this instance given the excessive
loss of fiducial markers (140). The mandibular deformation during dissection made
registration of the surface meshes challenging, nor was it possible to use the T2
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stone models to measure tooth movement. Nonetheless, it would be relatively
simple to rectify these issues, should the methodology be repeated.

4.3

Implications and Future Directions

In summary, the strengths of the study include the study duration and use of semiconventional orthodontic appliances and forces. The ability to achieve similar rates
of movement, as in humans, suggests this could be a promising large animal model
for orthodontics and craniofacial research. Additionally, the proposed approach, in
which tooth movement (including the entire root) was accurately described in 3D,
and the CT and histology outcomes were merged, has many applications in future
research. If more predictable tooth movement was achieved, this technique could
provide valuable insight into the relationship between OTM modalities and their
effect on the surrounding periodontal tissues. The identification of bone apposition
on the “pressure” surface in some slides, offers some support of the mechanostat
theory. Further development of this model, including the application of
immunohistochemistry, to determine the mechanobiological process in which bone
apposition occurs on the pressure surface, could improve the predictability of
orthodontic alveolar ridge augmentation.

Similarly, it has been proposed, somewhat controversially, that teeth can be moved
“with bone” beyond the width of the arch, following orthodontic maxillary
expansion. It is a treatment modality that has been researched extensively, yet
questions remain. A human study, using cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
imaging demonstrated increased buccal bone thickness, in the apical region,
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following orthodontic expansion (84). A similar approach, in dogs, with histological
outcomes, demonstrated bone formation on the “pressure” surface apically
compared to dehiscence cervically (141). Merging registered 3D imaging with
histology would be an appropriate next step.

A larger sample size would be advantageous, as sub-groups could have different
endpoints corresponding with the phases of OTM. Many rat studies follow this
protocol (88, 120, 121) using the justification that, frequently in animals, what is
observed in one is likely to be observed in all (34). A larger sample would also
permit statistical analyses of quantitative measures. Going forward, alternate
measures that could be explored, and were evident in the histology, include
hypercementosis, root resorption and PDL width. It would also be appropriate to
allocate some specimens to a decalcified paraffin embedded protocol and some to
undecalcified resin embedding. This would enable application of immunohistochemistry
stains, including tartrate-resistant acid phosphate (TRAP) staining to identify osteoclasts
(116., 120, 121). Use of intra-vital bone-labelling fluorochromes could be valuable, as
bone apposition at specific time points could be identified (115).

If this methodology was repeated, using this model, there are several modifications
that would improve the outcomes. Firstly, more accurate selection of the sheep,
regarding their age, would reduce the incidence of surgical complications.
Modification of the appliance design is essential. To improve retention, anterior
skeletal anchorage could be considered. The diastema has been shown to be
unsuitable for implant placement as they require osseointegration to be successful.
Temporary anchorage devices (TADs) rely on the cortical bone for retention and
are not intended to osseointegrate. The diastema region may, therefore be adequate
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for TAD placement. Ideally, appliances would be designed following the postextraction healing period, at which time the vertical bone level can be determined
radiographically and the Cres more accurately estimated. This would result in more
predictable tooth movements, providing steps are taken to improve appliance
retention. The imaging amendments include: improving the resolution by scanning
a smaller region, use of a cephalostat to standardise the orientation of the sheep and
therefore the x, y and z co-ordinate planes, acquisition of all CTs with the mandibles
in situ to eliminate the issue of mandibular deformation, and separation of the
posterior teeth (using a cotton roll or bite block) to enable easier segmentation of
the teeth (21). Use of larger fiducial markers placed further apart and away from
the extraction site would improve their stability and reliability.
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4.4

Conclusion

Orthodontic tooth movement has been experimentally induced in the ovine
mandible. The sheep is an appropriate large animal model in terms of the use of
equivalent forces to conventional orthodontics, however the appliance survival
long-term is challenging.

The registration of sequential computed tomography scans enabled description of
tooth movement in 3D. The mean linear movement of selected tooth points was
comparable to the rate of OTM in humans. Improved imaging resolution and fiducial
marker reliability could greatly increase the accuracy of the registrations and the
ability to detect changes in bone topography

The approach in which registered 3D imaging was merged with histology, is novel
and, to the best of our knowledge, has not previously been performed. It has
potential to address the inability, of histology, to account for the temporality of
OTM. The identification of bone formation on the pressure surface of moving teeth
is consistent with the mechanostat theory and clinical observation of alveolar bone
development which may occur in association with orthodontic tooth movements.
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Publication: Investigating orthodontic tooth movement:
challenges and future directions.
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6.2

Buck

Table of histology papers

1972

Cell-free zone and
hyalinisation

Human

10 girls, 2 boys
Mx premolars

Light tipping force
(70gm)
Fixed expansion
appliance (buccal
force)

Frontal vs
undermining
resorption

4 groups (7, 14,
21, 28 days)

Osteoblasts/clasts
PDL compression
Melsen

1999

Frost’s
mechanostat
theory

Monkeys

^ monkey with
exo Mi and
M2, healing 4
months

P2 and M3
prep’ed for
crowns, B and L
extensions on
crowns
50cN each side,
100 and 150 each
side tooth and
one control.

11 weeks
(Adjusted every
2 weeks and
calibrated)

Nakano

2014

Tooth movement
and root
resorption in
tipping vs bodily

Rats (first
molars)

10 week old
rats, 2 groups
(tipping/bodily)
then 4
subgroups with
6 rats each (10,
25, 50, 100gm)

Bodily vs tipping
with anterior pal
TAD

28 days

Hopkins

2015

Iodine tx ex vivo
for micro ct then
removal for histo
staining

3 Rats
Compared
to 2 Rats

PAPER

YEAR

QUESTION

SPECIMEN

SAMPLE

Gottlieb

1946

Bone
remodelling:
Damage from
increased force?
Ankylosis?
Eruption?
Impacted teeth?

Dog (first
molars and
then
incisors)

Many studies

Huettner

1958

Degree of root
and surrounding
tissue resorption
during OTM.
Width of PDL

Monkey

10 monkeys (M
and F) aged 3-6
years (12-16
human yrs) 9 =
intervention, 1
= control
7 = premolar
extractions

Cut roots off
molar and SEM M
and D roots for RR
Biomedical
implant

MOVEMENT/
APPLIANCE
Molars: Cast
crowns with
oblique occlusal
planes (A/A teeth
moved in
opposite
directions)
Incisors: ligature
to an arch
tightened 4 times
in 48 hours

Full arch Edgewise
appliance (bands
after seps, direct
for incisors and
premolars,
indirect for
molars)
Wires changed
every 2 weeks
(016, 018, 020,
rectangular wire
placed at end 5th
week)
Traction springs
used to move into
exo sites. Rotation
springs also used.
9 oz Intermax
elastics in 2
animals (changed
twice a week)

Tooth
extracted with
B bone
attached.
Tooth
sectioned
from
root/bone
Decalcification
Transverse
cuts
Parallel to
occlusal plane
Undecalcified,
resin
embedded. 15
-20 parallel
cuts ~60
microns
between alv
ridge and apex
Micro CT, SEM
(to look at
root
resorption)
and scanning
laser
microscopy
Comparison
micro CT and
histology

H and E
Mallory’s CT
stain
Wilder’s
reticulum
stain
Verhoeffs
stain

Light tipping force caused cell loss
in pressure zone.
In extreme compressions site- get
hyalinisation
Changes all reversible

Fast green

Measured resorption lacunae as a
fraction of total trabeculae

microCT
superimposed
using TriBone
software

Less than half total tooth
movement in bodily cf tipping
groups
Most movt in 10g tipping and
50gm bodily (movt ¯ and RR 
with excessive force)
RR double in tipping cf bodily

More cell-loss in crest, lessened
more apical (under less strain)
Only looked at pressure surface

H and E

DURATION

HISTO PLANE

STAIN

FINDINGS

Molars 3 weeks
Incisors 48
hours

Sagittal
(MD)

??

4 weeks to
seven months
(one at 7
months was left
further 4
months to
“rest” to look at
reqpir following
ortho)

Sagittal
(MD)

Fixed in
formalin,
decalcified in
5% nitric acid.
8 animals
embedded in
celluloidin, 2
in paraffin
(Celluloidin
better for
larger blocks)
All ® H and E

Root in contact with bone on
pressure surface and  PDL width
on tension surface (but not torn
and no bleeding)
Bone formation on tension
surface incisors
Osteoclasts on pressure surface
(molars)
Cementum deposition continuous
Ankylosis in some dogs after 6
months (preceeded by dentine
resorption)
They perforated the bone with an
apex in one dog ( 6 months tx)
Took 1 week to adapt to
appliances
Looked at intrusion, extrusion,
bodily, tipping, torque, expansion,
tip-back
New bone and osteoblasts on
tension surface, osteoclasts and
compression PDL on pressure
surface
Tip-back bends and torque cause
the greatest damage.
Light-mod force ® least damage
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6.3

Large Animal Monitoring Forms

6.3.1 Post-surgery monitoring

HERCUS TAIERI RESOURCE UNIT

Large Animal Welfare Score Sheet
Animal No

Date of surgery

Pre-op Wt

Surgeon

AEC # _______

Pre-op and pre-med details
Date

Antibiotics

Analgesics & sedatives

NSAIDS

Other

Post-operative details ( grade score 0 → 3 normal to severe )
Date

Antibiotics

Analgesics
&
NSAIDS

Appetite
& cud
chew

Body
condition

Wound
healing,
discharges
swelling

Lameness
& wt
bearing

BWT
(Kg)

Sutures
Intact?

comments
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6.3.2 Standard monitoring
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6.4

Threshold and count macro

Once installed, the shortcut key to run it is 'f'.
*/
roiManager("Show None");
run("8-bit");
run("Select None");
roiManager("Select", 0);
setForegroundColor(255, 255, 255);
// The Set Measurements options can be edited to include/exclude whatever is required.
run("Set Measurements...", "centroid stack limit display invert redirect=None decimal=3");
//Gets window's name.
name = getTitle();
selectWindow(name);
run("Select None");
// duplicate window for segmentation and finding ROIs.
run("Duplicate...", "duplicate");
run("Subtract...", "value=5 stack");
copy = getTitle();
selectWindow(copy);
copyid = getImageID();
//Clears any inadvertantly selected ROIs and then cycles through the saved fiducial ROIs.
run("Select None");
// loop through ROIs and save
for (i = 0; i < roiManager("count"); i++){
selectWindow(copy);
roiManager("Select", i);
run("Fill", "slice");
run("Select None");
//run("In [+]");
} // end ROI loop
run("Select None");
//Thresholds to select only the fiducial marks.
run("Threshold...");
setThreshold(255, 255);
setOption("BlackBackground", false);
run("Convert to Mask", "method=Default background=Dark black");
//Selects the copied and thresholded image for saving.
selectImage(copyid)
//Find the centroids of each of the fiducial marks and displays in the Results' table.
roiManager("Show All");
roiManager("Measure");
roiManager("Show None");
//Runs the 3D Viewer and generates a mesh file of the fiducial marks to be saved as an obj or stl file.
run("3D Viewer");
call("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.setCoordinateSystem", "false");
call("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.add", "T0_5_Left_Mandible-1.tif", "Yellow", "T0_5_Left_Mandible-1.tif", "50", "true", "true",
"true", "1", "2");
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6.5

Histology protocol

Resin embedding and staining protocol
for teeth, hard tissues
& titanium implants.
Associate Professor Warwick Duncan
ED BDS MDS PhD FRACDSPerio

School of Dentistry
University of Otago
2012
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Embedding protocol
(Adapted from the protocol of Ms Monika Aeberhard School of Dentistry, Berne University, Berne, Switzerland.)

1.

For best results, animals should be perfused through the carotid arteries bilaterally. Use 1 L heparinised
saline per side followed by 1 L formalin per side. Resect tissues en bloc.

2.

Fix hard tissue specimens in formalin at room temp for 7 days in fume cupboard.

3.

It may be advisable to take radiographs or µ-CT at this point.

4.

Reduce specimens in size to approx 5mm thickness (implants & teeth) or 10mm thickness (bone only).
Maximum hard-tissue specimen size that can be cut is 4cm x 3cm x 3cm and this must be very
thoroughly fixed, dehydrated and infiltrated.

5.

Transfer specimens to cassettes, accompanied by paper label marked in pencil.

6.

Discard formalin (“Hazardous Waste” pick-up).

7.

Place specimens in 20% alcohol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating
specimen holder in fume cupboard @ room temp (RT).

8.

Place specimens in 40% alcohol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating
specimen holder in fume cupboard @ RT.

9.

Place specimens in 75% alcohol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating
specimen holder in fume cupboard @ RT.

10. Place specimens in 95% alcohol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating
specimen holder in fume cupboard @ RT.
11. Place specimens in 100% alcohol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating
specimen holder in fume cupboard @ RT.
12. Wash specimen in xylol and discard (“Hazardous Waste” pick-up).
13. Place specimens in xylol - ultrasonic for 15 minutes and then leave for 24 hours on oscillating specimen
holder in fume cupboard @ RT. Use glass jars as xylol dissolves plastic containers (does not dissolve
specimen cassettes).
14. Wash in Methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomer (use the jar labelled “MMA wash” – this is the
discarded MMA I). Discard wash liquid into the jar labelled for this. Do not tip down the drain as it
will set solid.
15. Transfer cassettes to MMA I x 2 days, on oscillating bed in fume hood. Keep covered.
16. Transfer cassettes to MMA II x 2 days on oscillating bed in fume hood. Keep covered. Put discarded
MMA I into jar marked “MMA wash”.
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Method for MMA II:
4 parts MMA

1.6L

1 part dibutylphthalate

400 ml

0.5% benzoyl peroxide

20g

This makes 2L methylmethacrylate.

Methyl methacrylate 99% with 130 ppm hydroquinone inhibitor – Aldrich, cat no. M55909, 2 L = $135.
Dibutyl phthalate 99% Aldrich cat no. 524980, 1L = $95
Benzoyl peroxide (Luperox® A75), 75% + water, Aldrich cat no. 517909, 500g = $140

17. Remove specimens from cassette and transfer to individual jars with tight-sealing lids, having pre-set
bases of approx 6-12mm thick MMA III. This base acts as an initiator for the setting reaction, and
also ensures that the sample is set in the middle of the resin block.
18. Accompany each specimen with labelled paper ID tag that has stayed with specimen throughout
dehydration & embedding. Orient specimen flat on bottom of jar - must not touch sides of jar.
19. Place jar in water bath within light-tight container, at room temp in fume cupboard and leave
undisturbed 2 weeks. If not set after 2 weeks, place in a warm place @ approx. 30°C.

Method for MMA III:
4 parts MMA

2.96 L

1 part dibutylphthalate

740 ml

1% benzoyl peroxide

185 g

This makes 3.7L for approximately 140 jars.

20. Prepare MMA III bases in advance. Put approx 6-12mm MMA III per jar. Place in plastic light-proof
container part-filled with water. Leave without disturbing for two days then place in a warm place @
approx. 30°C.

Method for MMA III bases:
4 parts MMA

960 ml

1 part dibutylphthalate

240 ml

1% benzoyl peroxide

60 g

This makes 1200 ml, and allow the manufacture of approximately 140 jars with bases.
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21. Once specimen has set, fracture glass away from sample using a hammer or by clamping in the vice,
inside a plastic bag to catch fragments. Wrap glass jar in towel to protect yourself. Wear safety
glasses and gloves.
22.

Reduce bulk of resin block and grind margins flat using lab model grinder.

23.

Porosities in the block may be removed using Struers Clarocit Universal cold mounting acrylic,
made up as a runny solution and poured into porosities. This can be set in the technical lab in a
pressure pot with warm water for 15 minutes.

24.

Polish block using Struers grinder with waterproof Struth Silicon Carbide Paper in grit sizes 1200
and 2400. This allows unobstructed viewing of the specimen prior to cutting. Either the Struers
Knuth Rotor or Struers TegraPol-21 may be used for this. Polishing paper fits direct to the latter but
will need to be trimmed down to fit the Knuth Rotor.

25.

Mount sections in Struers Accutom-50 either by clamping into the chuck or by super-gluing to a precut acrylic block within the chuck.

26.

Check water in machine and add lubricant (Struers Additive for Cooling Fluid, Cat. No 49900002
ADDUN).

27.

Cut sections using Struers diamond saw with factory settings on Accutom-50. Most specimens may
be cut using the smaller blade (330CA – new cat. no. M0D13, 127mm x 400Mm x 12.7mm @ 3500
RPM). Larger specimens require the large blade (433CA – new cat. No. M0D15, 150 x 400µm x
12.7mm @ 2700 RPM). See Struers “Cut-off wheel” brochure for details. Most hard tissue sections
are cut to 500µm thickness initially; metallic implants are cut at 700µm. Factoring in blade
thickness, allow for approximately 1 section per 1mm of tissue block. A 10mm block will yield 10 –
15 sections.

28.

Briefly polish the lowermost side of each cut section (20sec) with 4000 paper, then wipe with
acetone on gauze and glue to acrylic slide using cyanoacrylate glue and custom-designed section
press with plastic sheet as separating medium. Number the base of the acrylic plate on both sides
using a diamond drill.

29. Sections may also be glued to glass sides but this is unreliable as they may become detached. A better
alternative is to use Clarocit resin mount, or Selley’s Araldite Clear two-part epoxy resin. Using the
press on glass sides carries a risk of breakage. Use standard size glass slides, 75 mm x 25 mm with
thickness 1.5 mm (LabSpec: www.labspec.co.nz) or thicker.
30. Prior to grinding, check thickness of section using digital or analogue micrometer.
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Notes:
·

Contact micro-radiography, SEM, nano-indentation and laser ablation plasma mass
spectrometry are best performed on thick sections.

·

Ramen microscopy is ineffective as it detects organic molecules in the resin and the Teflon
slides.

·

Specimens should be prepared by polishing at 500µm to 700µm thickness down to 4000 grit
paper and / or 0.1µm diamond grit.

·

Carbon or gold sputter-coating is performed prior to SEM and may be removed by grinding and
polishing afterwards.

31.

Grind thick sections to 100 µm ± 10 µm semi-thin sections using automated grinding and polishing
machine (Tegra-Pol-21 & Tegra-Force-5, Struers). Slides may be held in the modified custom
designed specimen holder, which will hold up to 3 slide at once using double-sided tape. Ensure that
the three slides are of uniform thickness. Alternatively, one slide/time may be ground using the
holder and automated press, or one slide at a time may be ground by hand using the custom-designed
acrylic holder.

32.

Specimens are ground using 500 grit paper to approx. 300- 400µm, then 1200 grit to approx. 120 –
150µm, then polished using 2400 and 4000 grit to 80 – 100µm final thickness. For 1200 grit use
250mm SiC foils on the MD-Gekko disc.

33.

Papers cost approx. $7 each and should be washed, dried and stored flat for re-use to reduce expense.

34.

For Nanoindentation and SEM, the sections may be final polished using 6, 3 and 1µm diamond paste
(DP-Suspension P) and DP-Lubricant Green. Paste is applied to magnetic adhesive polishing cloths
(MD-Plan and MD-Dur) on the MD-Disc. Each specimen is ultrasound cleaned for 5 minutes
between each grade of polish.

35.

Highly-polished specimens for xray diffraction and back-scatter SEM may be produced by final
polishing using colloidal silica suspension OP-S (Struers Catalogue number) on a 250mm MD-Chem
cloth (Cat #40500093).

36.

Polished sections may be surface-stained using MacNeils Tetrachrome and Toluidine blue with acid
fuschin counterstain.

37.

After staining, the slides may be digitally scanned 1:1 at 4800 to 12800 dpi on a top-down dual
scanner eg: Epson Perfection V700 Photo.

38.

Sections may be examined and digitally photographed under magnification using either of the digital
systems available in the School.
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Staining protocols

MacNeal's Tetrachrome combined with Toluidine Blue solution
Reference: Romeis (1989).820
Acknowledgement: Ms Monika Aeberhard School of Dentistry, Berne University, Berne, Switzerland.
Solution A:
0.5 g Methylene blue (Merck 15943)
0.8 g Azur II (Merck 9211)
0.1g Methyl violet 2B (Sigma M 0527)
250 ml Methanol
250 ml Glycerol
·

Add all together. Stir with magnetic stirrer until clear and no precipitate.

·

Leave for 12 hours @ 50°C then 3 days @ 37 °C.

·

Filter and store in dark (light-tight) bottle or wrapped in tin foil.

Solution B:
1.0 g Toluidine blue in 100 ml distilled water + 1.0 g borax.
Store in dark (light-tight) bottle or wrap in tin foil.
Combine solutions A + B:
10 ml solution A
5 ml solution B

—Stir and make up to 100ml using distilled water.
—Store in dark (light-tight) bottle or wrap in tin foil.
Staining protocol:
BLUE STAIN ONLY:

1. Place slides in 40% Ethanol in staining (Coplin) jar.
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2. Place in ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes.
3. Do not rinse.
4. Replace ethanol with 0.1% Formic acid for 5 minutes in ultrasonic bath.
5. Wash with tap water.
6. Cover section on slide with MacNeal's Tetrachrome plus Toluidine blue solution (SOLUTIONS A + B)
using eyedropper for 5 minutes.
7. Rinse with distilled water for 5 minutes.
8. Air dry.
9. NO COVERSLIP REQUIRED
BLUE STAIN (SOFT TISSUE) WITH RED COUNTER-STAIN FOR BONE:

1. As above except do not dry after final rinse.
2. Cover section on slide with 0.05% basic Fuschin (in water) for 5 -10 min.
3. (exact time needs to be judged by testing. If too dark, acid red can be removed using 40% ethanol).
4. Clean with distilled water.
5. Air dry.
6. NO COVERSLIP REQUIRED.
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6.6

Animal ethics approval

Dear Principal Investigator,
AUP-18-114 has been approved.
Animals may now be ordered against this protocol.
Special instructions:
Many thanks for your responses. These were considered at the most recent meeting of the University of
Otago Animal Ethics Committee and your protocol has now been approved in full.
Kind regards
AEC@otago.ac.nz

This message has been automatically generated IARMS. Please DO NOT REPLY to this message as this
mailbox is unmonitored.
For questions, please contact your AEC Secretary or your system administrator
(iarms.admin@otago.ac.nz).
To access IARMS, please visit https://iarms.otago.ac.nz/iarms/default.aspx.
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6.7

Māori Consultation

Monday, 19 November 2018.
Professor Mauro Farella,
Faculty of Dentistry - Department of Oral Diagnostic and Surgical Sciences.

Tēnā Koe Professor Mauro Farella,
Development of an Ovine Model to investigate orthodontic tooth movement.
The Ngāi Tahu Research Consultation Committee (the committee) met on Tuesday, 13
November 2018 to discuss your research proposition.
By way of introduction, this response from The Committee is provided as part of the
Memorandum of Understanding between Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and the University. In the
statement of principles of the memorandum it states ″Ngāi Tahu acknowledges that the
consultation process outline in this policy provides no power of veto by Ngāi Tahu to research
undertaken at the University of Otago″. As such, this response is not ″approval″ or ″mandate″
for the research, rather it is a mandated response from a Ngāi Tahu appointed committee. This
process is part of a number of requirements for researchers to undertake and does not cover
other issues relating to ethics, including methodology they are separate requirements with
other committees, for example the Human Ethics Committee, etc.
Within the context of the Policy for Research Consultation with Māori, the Committee base
consultation on that defined by Justice McGechan:
″Consultation does not mean negotiation or agreement. It means: setting out a proposal not
fully decided upon; adequately informing a party about relevant information upon which the
proposal is based; listening to what the others have to say with an open mind (in that there is
room to be persuaded against the proposal); undertaking that task in a genuine and not
cosmetic manner. Reaching a decision that may or may not alter the original proposal.″
The Committee acknowledges that this research project is laboratory based therefore further
consultation is not required in this instance.

We wish you every success in your research and the committee also requests a copy of the
research findings.
This letter of suggestion, recommendation and advice is current for an 18 month period from
Tuesday, 13 November 2018 to 13 May 2020.
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6.8

Fiducial markers

6.8.1 Registration using only fiducial markers

The fiducial markers were placed in a region approximated by the black rectangle.
Using them alone for registration resulted in poor registration in all planes.
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6.8.2 Selection of the best two fiducial markers

1R

1L

Only
two
markers at T2

No markers at T2

5R

12R

5L

12L

Only
two
markers at
T2

22R

22L

26R

26L

577R

577L

Only
2
markers at
T2

Only
2
markers at
T2
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6.9

Bone marrow in registration

Marrow

Registration using stable surface references and two most stable fiducial markers
demonstrating the incidental finding that the marrow space is also stable and
contributes to the (ICP) registration
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6.10

Tooth movement co-ordinates
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6.11

Surface displacement “Heat Maps”

1R

1L

5R

5L

12R

12L

22R
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26L

577R

577L
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2.46

6. (D root midpoint)

1.92

6. (D root midpoint)

1.92

7. (M root apex)

1.41

7. (M root apex)

1.41

8. (D root apex)

1.09

8. (D root apex)

1.09

1. (M cusp)

Buccal

1

4.68

Buccal

2

12L-4

12L-5

TIPPING
11 Weeks

POINT

TIPPING
11 Weeks

Lingual

Lingual

Distal

Mesial

Distance
(mm)

POINT

Distance
(mm)

4.68

1. (M cusp)

4.68

2. (DB cusp)

3.74

2. (DB cusp)

3.74

3. (DL cusp)

3.81

3. (DL cusp)

3.81

4. (Furcation)

2.29

4. (Furcation)

2.29

5. (M root midpoint)

2.46

5. (M root midpoint)

2.46

6. (D root midpoint)

1.92

6. (D root midpoint)

1.92

7. (M root apex)

1.41

7. (M root apex)

1.41

8. (D root apex)

1.09

8. (D root apex)

1.09

Buccal

Distal

Mesial

1. (M cusp)

3

Distal

Mesial

Distance
(mm)

Buccal

4

1
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7/26/20

22R-4

22R-3

22R-2
Lingual

TIPPING
7Weeks

TIPPING
7Weeks

TIPPING
7Weeks
Mesial

Distal
POINT

Lingual

Lingual

Distance
(mm)
6.42

1. (M cusp)

Distal
POINT
1. (M cusp)

POINT
1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)
6.42

2. (DB cusp)

6.24

2. (DB cusp)

6.24

2. (DB cusp)

6.24

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

3.6

4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)

3.77

6. (D root midpoint)

3.58

7. (M root apex)

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

4. (Furcation)

Buccal

4. (Furcation)

3.6

5. (M root midpoint)

3.77

6. (D root midpoint)

3.58

7. (M root apex)

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

Buccal

22R-6

22R-5

Distance

1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)

6.24

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

4. (Furcation)

3.6

5. (M root midpoint)

3.77

6. (D root midpoint)

3.58

7. (M root apex)

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

Buccal

Lingual

TIPPING
7Weeks

TIPPING
7Weeks
Mesial

Distal

3.77
3.58

7. (M root apex)

Lingual

TIPPING
7Weeks

(mm)
6.42

3.6

5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)

22R-7

Lingual

POINT

Mesial

Distal

Mesial

Distance
(mm)
6.42

1. (M cusp)

Bucc
al
ucca

Distance
(mm)
6.42

2. (DB cusp)

6.24

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

4. (Furcation)

3.6

5. (M root midpoint)

3.77

6. (D root midpoint)

3.58

7. (M root apex)

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

POINT

Buccal

Mesial

Distal

Mesial

Distal
POINT

Distance

1. (M cusp)

(mm)
6.42

2. (DB cusp)

6.24

3. (DL cusp)

5.85

4. (Furcation)

3.6

5. (M root midpoint)

3.77

6. (D root midpoint)

3.58

7. (M root apex)

4.05

8. (D root apex)

4.05

Buccal

7/26/20

22L-2

1

22L-3
BODILY
11 Weeks

Lingual

BODILY
11 Weeks

Lingual

Distal

Distal

Mesial

POINT

Mesial

Distance
(mm)

POINT

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

8.8

1. (M cusp)

8.8

2. (DB cusp)

8.42

2. (DB cusp)

8.42

3. (DL cusp)

8.9

3. (DL cusp)

4. (Furcation)

3.3

4. (Furcation)

5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)

2.23

5. (M root midpoint)

2.28

7. (M root apex)

1.14

8. (D root apex)

1.46

6. (D root midpoint)

Buccal

8.9
3.3
2.23
2.28

7. (M root apex)

1.14

8. (D root apex)

1.46

Buccal

22L-6
Lingual

BODILY
11 Weeks
Distal

Mesial

POINT

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

8.8

2. (DB cusp)

8.42

3. (DL cusp)
4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)

8.9
3.3
2.23
2.28

7. (M root apex)

1.14

8. (D root apex)

1.46

Buccal

1
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7/26/20

26R-4

26R-3

26R-2

Lingual

Lingual

Lingual

BODILY (spring)
8Weeks

BODILY(spring)
8Weeks
Distal

POINT

BODILY (spring)
8Weeks
Distal

Mesial

Distance
(mm)

POINT

Mesial

POINT

(mm)

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

3.64

1. (M cusp)

3.64

1. (M cusp)

3.64

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

4. (Furcation)

0.87

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

6. (D root midpoint)

1.1

7. (M root apex)

1.17

8. (D root apex)

2.1

Buccal

1

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

4. (Furcation)

0.87

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

6. (D root midpoint)

1.1

7. (M root apex)

1.17

8. (D root apex)

2.1

Buccal

2

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

4. (Furcation)

0.87

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

6. (D root midpoint)

1.1

7. (M root apex)

1.17

8. (D root apex)

2.1

Buccal

3

26R-6

26R-5

Mesial

Distal

Distance

26R-7
Lingual

Lingual

Lingual

BODILY(spring)
8Weeks

BODILY (spring)
8Weeks

BODILY (spring)
8Weeks
Distal

Mesial

Distal
POINT
1. (M cusp)

POINT

Mesial

Mesial

Distal

Distance
(mm)

Distance

POINT

(mm)

3.64

1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

3.64

3.64

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

2. (DB cusp)

1.93

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

3. (DL cusp)

2.95

4. (Furcation)

0.87

4. (Furcation)

0.87

4. (Furcation)

0.87

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

5. (M root midpoint)

0.79

6. (D root midpoint)

1.1

7. (M root apex)

1.17

8. (D root apex)

2.1

Buccal

4

6. (D root midpoint)

1.1

7. (M root apex)

1.17

8. (D root apex)

2.1

Buccal

5

26L-1

2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)
4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)
7. (M root apex)
8. (D root apex)

1

TIPPING
4Weeks
Mesial

POINT

Mesial

Distal

Distance

POINT

(mm)

3.26
3.2
3.18
3.79
4.16
4.03
5.13
4.72

1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)
4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)

Buccal

7/26/20

Buccal

Lingual

TIPPING
4Weeks
Distal

Distance
(mm)

7. (M root apex)
8. (D root apex)

3.26
3.2
3.18
3.79
4.16
4.03
5.13
4.72

1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)
4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)
7. (M root apex)

Buccal

8. (D root apex)

Distal

Distance
(mm)

3.26
3.2
3.18
3.79
4.16
4.03
5.13
4.72

Buccal

26L-5

26L-4
Lingual

Lingual

TIPPING
4Weeks

TIPPING
4Weeks
Mesial

1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)
3.26

2. (DB cusp)

3.2

POINT

2.1

Lingual

TIPPING
4Weeks

1. (M cusp)

1.17

26L-3

26L-2

Mesial

1.1

7. (M root apex)
8. (D root apex)

6

Lingual

POINT

6. (D root midpoint)

3. (DL cusp)

3.18

4. (Furcation)

3.79

5. (M root midpoint)

4.16

6. (D root midpoint)

4.03

7. (M root apex)

5.13

8. (D root apex)

4.72

Mesial

Distal

POINT

Distal

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)
4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)
6. (D root midpoint)

Buccal

7. (M root apex)
8. (D root apex)

3.26
3.2
3.18
3.79
4.16
4.03
5.13
4.72

Buccal

1
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7/26/20

577R-2

577R-1

577R-2

M root focus

D root focus

Lingual

TIPPING
8Weeks

Lingual

Distal

POINT

(mm)
2.51

1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

1. (M cusp)

Buccal

1

TIPPING
8Weeks

TIPPING
8Weeks

Mesial

Distance

POINT

Lingual

Distal

POINT

(mm)
2.51

2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

1. (M cusp)

Buccal

2

577R-3

POINT

(mm)
2.51
1.83
1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12
1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

1. (M cusp)

Bucca
l

4

577R-5

2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

1. (M cusp)

Buccal

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12
1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

Buccal

Lingual

TIPPING
8Weeks
Distal

Distance

5. (M root midpoint)

(mm)
2.51

577R-7

TIPPING
8Weeks

3. (DL cusp)

Distance

6

Mesial

Distal

1.83

Mesial

Distal
POINT

(mm)
2.51

Lingual

TIPPING
8Weeks

(mm)
2.51

Buccal

TIPPING
8Weeks

Lingual

POINT

2.87
2.69

Mesial

577R-6

M root focus

1. (M cusp)

1.67

7. (M root apex)
8. (D root apex)

Distance

5

2. (DB cusp)

1.12
1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

Lingual

Distal

Mesia
l

Distance

5. (M root midpoint)

1.83
1.84

4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)

D root focus

TIPPING
8Weeks

2. (DB cusp)

2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)

Lingual

Distal

3. (DL cusp)

(mm)
2.51

577R-5

577R-4

TIPPING
8Weeks

1. (M cusp)

Mesial

Distance

3

Lingual

POINT

Distal

Mesial

Distance

POINT
1. (M cusp)

Buccal

7

Distal

Mesial
POINT

Distance
(mm)
2.51

2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

Buccal

8

Mesial

Distance

1. (M cusp)

(mm)
2.51

2. (DB cusp)

1.83

3. (DL cusp)

1.84

4. (Furcation)

1.12

5. (M root midpoint)

1.97

6. (D root midpoint)

1.67

7. (M root apex)

2.87

8. (D root apex)

2.69

Buccal

9

7/26/20
1

577L-2

577L-1

577L-3

Lingual

Lingual
Lingual

BODILY (spring)
12Weeks

BODILY(spring)
12Weeks
Mesial
1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)
12.2

2. (DB cusp)

11.5

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

POINT

4. (Furcation)

5.01

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

BODILY (spring)
12Weeks
Mesial

Distal

Buccal

1

Distal

1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)
12.2

2. (DB cusp)

11.5

2. (DB cusp)

11.5

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

Distance

4. (Furcation)

5.01

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

POINT

Buccal

2

577L-4

4. (Furcation)

5.01

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

Distal

Buccal

3

577L-5

Lingual

Mesial

1. (M cusp)

(mm)
12.2

POINT

577L-6

Lingual

Lingual

Distal
Lingual

BODILY(spring)
12Weeks

BODILY (spring)
12Weeks

BODILY(spring)
12Weeks
Mesial

POINT
1. (M cusp)
2. (DB cusp)

11.5

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

4. (Furcation)

5.01

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

POINT

Distance
(mm)
12.2

Distance
(mm)

1. (M cusp)

Mesial

Buccal

1.8

4

POINT
1. (M cusp)

12.2

11.5
11.8

5.01

4. (Furcation)

5.01

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

Mesial

Distal

Buccal

Distal

Mesial

Buccal

6

577L-7
20x

Lingual

(mm)
12.2

11.5
11.8

4. (Furcation)

5

577L-7
10x

Distance

2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)

2. (DB cusp)
3. (DL cusp)

Lingual

Distal

BODILY(spring)
12Weeks

Mesial

Distal

BODILY (spring)
12Weeks

1. (M cusp)

Distance
(mm)
12.2

1. (M cusp)

(mm)
12.2

2. (DB cusp)

11.5

2. (DB cusp)

11.5

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

3. (DL cusp)

11.8

POINT

4. (Furcation)
5. (M root midpoint)

POINT

5.01

4. (Furcation)

5.01

4.62

5. (M root midpoint)

4.62

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

6. (D root midpoint)

3.54

7. (M root apex)

2.76

7. (M root apex)

2.76

8. (D root apex)

1.8

8. (D root apex)

1.8

7

Buccal

Mesial

Distance

Buccal

8

1
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6.12.1 Slides demonstrating bone on the pressure surface
1R-4 (and hypercementosis M and D 1L-4
roots)

1L-5

1R-6 M root

1L-7

5R I’ve marked compression surface (3- 5L-3 ? mesial root/Buccal surface
6)

5L- 4-6 B surface both roots?

5R-5 and 6 M of M root

Less convincing

12R-4 ? B of D root (but more likely that 12L-3 B of M root
compression surface became tension
surface with relapse since appliance
broke at 7 weeks and therefore has 5
weeks to relapse)
12R-6 MB of M root
22R-3 ? B of D root and DB of M root
22R-DB M root (and v little MB of D
root)
22R- 6 ? B of M root
26R-4 lingual of D root (and ? M of M 26-L I question the registration for this
root but could be residual healing of one as appliance broke at week 4 so
mesial extraction site)

this amount of root movt very unlikely

26R-5 lingual of D root
577R-2 Mesial of Mand D root

577L- 4 lingual of M root (not really

577R-3 Mesolingual both roots

directly compression surface though)

577R-4-6 Mesial of both roots

177

New bone was identified on the pressure surface for these slides, however, when
magnified to 20x, osteoblasts were not obvious. In both figures, (A) = 10x
magnification, (B) = 20x magnification. NB = new bone, RL = resorptive lacunae, RR
= root resorption

5R-5

12 weeks

NB

A

B

RL

RR

5R-6

12 weeks

A

NB

B

RR
HC
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6.13

Plain radiography

179

6.14

Histology around fiducial markers

A

B

C

D

The histology slides confirm the absence of inflammation around the fiducial
markers. All slides are at 10x magnification. A= slide 1R-4. B = 5R-7 (marker was
lost during processing). C = 12R-2 this marker is in direct contact with bone. D =
577R-4.
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